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Author wows fans
Novelist, poet Michael Ondaatje
keeps audience on edge of seats
novelist, is also widely respected as a poet, memoir writer and documentary film maker in
Canada. His 1992 work, which was recently
Michael Ondaatje, author of the best-selling made into a movie with the same title, has since
an
audience
awed
Patient,"
English
novel, "The
brought the author worldwide fame. The film,
of 1,100 into silence at his reading in Morris written and directed by Anthony Minghella and
evening.
Wednesday
Auditorium
Dailey
produced by Saul Zaentz, was the recipient of
Barb Warshawsky, assistant event coordinator nine Academy Awards, including Best Picture
event
said
the
for the Center for Literary Arts,
honors.
could not have been much better.
The multi-faceted artist said that he didn’t
"It is simply awe inspiring to have someone of have a true preference between the different art
university,"
our
come
to
caliber
Ondaatje’s
forms he works within.
Warshawsky said. "I am just ecstatic that this
"I think you can blend all of the different
was
perEverything
so
smoothly.
event has gone
forms to a certain point," Ondaatje said. "If I
his
visit."
fect for
had to choose, I guess I prefer writing because it
Ondaatje, while most commonly known as a
By Kimberly Lemke
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

PHOTO By DONA NICHOLS Spartan Daily
Michael Ondaatje, author of "The English Patient," reads from his work before a
crowded Morris Dailey Auditorium Wednesday night. Ondaatje appears at Camera 3
Cinemas in conversation today at 9:30 a.m.

White
defense
opens

costs so much money to even breathe in a
movie."
Audience members seemed mesmerized by
Ondaatje, whose relatively soft-spoken speech,
highlighted by his accent, a combination of his
Ceylonian and English backgrounds, seemed to
many to bring the topics and characters in his
writing to life while he read.
Other than the occasional outburst of chuckles from the crowd during humorous portions of
his readings, the audience remained relatively
silent, allowing Ondaatje to flow from one literary work to another.
Alan Soldofsky, director for the Center for
Literary Arts called Ondaatje, "one of the major
literary figures of our era," in his introduction of
the author and later said he felt that hearing the
author speak for himself added to his own appreciation of his work.
"Michael is very cognizant of how his art
sounds vocally," Soldofslcy said. "Hearing him

This concrete canoe flies
By Puna Nair
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

By Kim Skolnick
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
The defense attorney for one of
the brothers accused of killing his
parents in 1992, used his opening
statement Wednesday to describe his
client as incapable of committing the
crime.
"This isn’t just another crime,
another murder," said Public
Defender John Vaughn, who is representing Scott White. "It’s a case
involving the deaths of the two people who gave my client life."
Jon White Jr. and his brother,
Scott White, are accused of the May
1992 killing of their parents, Jon
White Sr. and Shirley White.
Vaughn said the case against Scott
revolves around character. Scott
loved and protected his mother and
enjoyed the time he spent working
on cars with his father, he said.
"You will learn that, when push
came to shove, he loved his family,"
Vaughn said. "Without fail, (witnesses) talk about Scott as a likable,
happy-go-lucky, young man."
Like the attorney for Jon. Vaughn
detailed the history of violence and
abuse in the White family brought
about by Jon Sr.’s drinking.
"When Jon Sr. was sober, he was
enjoyable to be around," Vaughn
said. "He was a mean, vicious, violent, ugly drunk."
According to Vaughn, Jon Sr.
threw chairs at Scott, breaking his
nose, because he didn’t like his son’s
handwriting; rammed his son’s head
into the bathroom sink because he
didn’t like the way the boy was
brushing his teeth; and dragged his
son out into the backyard and beat
him with a crescent wrench because
he burnt toast.
Scott was not involved in the
murder of his parents, Vaughn said.
He fell asleep in his car outside a
friend’s house while waiting for his
brother to return from borrowing
See White, Page 10

See Ondaatje, page 4

An 85 lb.. concrete canoe is thrust airborne by members of the SJSU
civil engineering department, who applied theories from school to create a
mixture of concrete that is lighter than water but stronger than sidewalk

PHOTO BY DAVE LUCHANBKY Spartan Daily
concrete. The department recently won the American Society of Civil
Engineering and Master Builders Inc. regional canoeing competition with
their creation and will compete nationally in June.

Imagine building a canoe and naming
it "SpartAttack."
Imagine racing it on Lake Natoma in
Sacramento.
Imagine winning the race for the first
time in 23 years.
That is what 30 San Jose State
University civil engineering students
accomplished. They canoed their way
into victory by winning the second place
at the 1997 Mid -Pacific Regional
Conference Sunday.
The two-day competition, which
began Saturday, was held at Sacramento
State University and involved explaining
the construction of and racing of concrete canoes.
Yes, you heard it right. The canoes
had to be built with a density lighter
than water, but the materials used were
anything but light.
According to Ryan Cayabyab, project
engineer and designer for SpartAttack,
some of the materials used included
cement, fly ash and ceramic macroshperes (components needed for concrete
mixture).
The 19-foot canoe weighs 85 pounds
and is painted yellow with royal blue to
showcase the official colors of SJSU.
Cayabyab, a civil engineering senior,
said the whole project took eight months
(about 885 person hours) to complete.
"We slept, ate, and did most of our work
in the lab. It was our goal to win from
the beginning."
Fund Raising Chair Karina Saryani

See Canoe, page 12

’Saturday Night Specials’ fire emotions
By Jan Seshadri
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Though more than 30 cities in California are
engaging in something, is it legal ?
District 3 Councilman David Pandori doesn’t seem to think so. the issue is the "Saturday
Night Specials" ban law that was passed by San
Jose City Council on Sept. 17 and became effective Jan. I.
"Only the state legislature can pass these
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kinds of laws," Pandori said.
The California Attorney General, Dan
Lundgren, could not be reached for comment.
Besides its constitutionality, another aspect
of the law that might invoke protest is its name,
according to Grass-Roots Coordinator of the
National Rifle Association, Ed Worley, who
works out of the Sacramento office.
"The term ’Saturday Night Specials’ is
racist," Worley said. "In the past, southern
whites used that term for inexpensive handguns

sold to Al rican Americans. If the cities want to
ban concealable firearms, why can’t they just
call them ’handguns’ ?"
"They can’t define what they mean and
there’s no logic to what these cities arc trying to
do," Worley said.
lithe cities are under the impression that
minors can obtain these guns easily, because
they are relatively inexpensive, then they could
pass legislation to sell the guns at flat, higher
price, Worley said. To simply till these hand-

guns "unsafe" is wrong, Worley said.
According to the Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco and Firearms, eight out of 10 firearms
most frequently traced nationally to crime
scenes in 1995 were Saturday Night Specials or
junk guns. These weapons are small, lightweight
and concealable firearms that are dangerous
because of their poor construction.
According to the University of California,
Davis Violence Prevention Research Program,

See Guns, page 5

SJSU professor, students honored
By Mark (beide!
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
There’s a new "Bunny" in the
Warner Bros. family.
SJSU Professor Alice "Bunny"
Carter, a coordinator of a joint
State
Warner Bros./California
University art program, is the 199697 Outstanding Professor on Friday
at the Student Honors Convocation.
Caner, who got her nickname from
being born on Faster, is also the acting director of the acting director of
the school of art and design.
"It’s terrific," said Carter of being
Outstanding
named
SJSU’s
Professor "It’s a great feeling, but it’s
kind of intimidating because there’s a
lot of outstanding teachers here.

"I’m representing a lot of OW
standing teachers, so I’m honored."
Caner, in her I 6th year at SJSU, is
an award-winning professional illustrator and an elected member of the
New York Society of Illustrators and a
participant in the SJSU Institute for
Teaching
and
Learning
Teacher/Scholar Program.
"(Caner) is just a dynamo," said
Sylvia Hutchinson, SJSU’s interim
director of public affairs. "She’s just
so enthusiastic."
Caner has recently embarked on
her new Warner Bros. project at
SJSU. She was selected as the faculty/coordinator of a pilot course in
animation, the Acme Virtual
Training Network. The program is
offered jointly with Warner Bros.

eat ure Animation and the CSU
Institute, which is the first program
linking CSU to the film animation
industry in California. The project
will involve a virtual classroom for
( :arter’s students in her I )ocurnentary
Illustration classes, where the students
can receive inputs and watch demonstrations of Warner Bros. nip anima
tors over a closed-circuit interactive
television network.
Carter plans to show a video
describing the upstart -interactive pro
gram with Warner Bros. at the
Student Honors Convocation.
l’he convocation will honor I ,I 30
students for academic merit; 1,014
students honored for making the
Deans’ Scholars list (at least a 3.65

See Honorees, page 12

"It’s terrific. It’s a
great feeling,
but it’s kind of
intimidating
because there’s a
lot of outstanding
teachers here."
Alice ’Bunny’ Carter,
SJSU professor
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Teaching children to appreciate our differences
returning home after playing
yaseball, Lenard Clark was
ViTile
attacked. Clark’s
head was
rammed against a wall and his body repeatedly kicked and punched. He was left by his
assailants unconscious, barely alive.
Ixnard Clark is a 13 -year-old black boy
who lives in an area of Chicago notorious for
racial tension and division. It is no surprise
that the perpetrators were white. What is
surprising, even disturbing, is that Clark’s
attackers were not grown men in white
hoods. They were boys, just like him.

No human being is born prejudiced or
racist, but how do young boys learn how to
hate the color of another boys skin so badly
they would try to kill him?

An organization called "Healing Racism"
suggests children are conditioned into tolerating, participating and perpetuating racist
behavior.
For years, this country has tried to mend
the divisions between races.
We have programs, we have speeches, we
have holidays all centered on coming together to heal the wounds left by discrimination.

Guest Editorial

to accept, love, and appreciate differences.
I he care of children shapes the lives and attitudes of future adult citizens.

Without remedying racial divisions, the
promises of our future are grim and threatening.
In his F.aster address, President Clinton
counseled that this nation’s future "depends
upon laying down the bitter fruits of hatred
and lifting up the rich texture of our common diversity and our common humanity."
We must begin by teaching children how

We must be careful not to pass on miseducation and stereotypes concerning race to
children.
Racism is not always evidenced by physical violence. It includes discrimination, bigoted remarks and off-color jokes. Many of us
are guilty of this sort of’ racism.
’Ehe times when we feel the most intolerant or emotionally upset toward others are
the times we must be ready to change and rc-

Responsibility needed
among sports fans
pitting, throwing punches, using empty bottles as
weapons, pelting enemies with household batteries
.. Sounds like a bar room brawl, right?
Wrong. This is simply a partial list of activities fans at
professional athletic events have engaged in recently to
exercise their disdain for whatever seems to be irking
them on a particular day.
What happened to the days of taking junior out to the
ball game for some good or wholesome fun?
Of course, times have changed and so have the sports
themselves. Now players score multi -million dollar deals
before demonstrating their talents and fans shell out hundreds of dollars for tickets to just one NFL or major
league baseball game.
Yet it seems these reasons
cannot be cited as the sole cause
or the seemingly dramatic
increases in fan hostility.
Speculation abounds as to
the causes of this increase, but
one reason prevails: The
increase in alcohol consumption at sporting events is
directly related to incidents of
violence in sporting crowds.
WRITER’S FORUM
By Kimberly
Duh!
1tnnike
the
attending
After
opener
A’s
Oakland
Wednesday. I am convinced
that if fans drank less alcohol, there would be fewer conflicts.
I don’t know anyone who likes sitting next to the typical akohol-intoxicated fan I’ll he referring to as Beer
Drinker Bob.
Beer Drinker Bob shows up at the ballpark, sports
arena or field three hours early to party with his friends.
Usually the festivities include "packing away a few
brewskis" with his pals.
By the time Bob gets to his scat for the game, he’s
already pretty plastered. But hey, what’s a game without
A brew or two?
Bob then proceeds to drink a few more aloholic beverages and starts to get real ornery.
Bob shouts at the refs for every call they make, legitiMale or not, thus disturbing all fans around him.
Ile also gets tip every five minutes to go to the bathroom, obstructing the view and spilling his millionth
glass of beer on the people in his section.
Eventually, someone sitting near Bob gets angry
enough at his disturbances and pops him one. Chaos
ensues ...
Almost everyone Can relate to the above scenario or
maybe even something more obscure.
How about die time when intoxicated fans at a
December 1995 Raiders game began pelting coaches
with old, 9 -volt batteries. liallefieS ... where does die
madness end?
Fans need to be more responsible about their drinking
habits, pure and simple.
Banning alcohol from sporting events is not the
answer, fan responsibility is. If spectators feel part of
attending a game includes a few beers, more power to
them.
Yet it is only reasonable to expect, as a fellow sports
Ian. that my viewing pleasure should not be inhibited by
Beer Drinker Bob or any other drunk.
So to all you "Bobs" out there, beware.
’Elie next nose you decide to sit in front of me while
you are drunk, you will wish you hadn’t
Hey, I’ll he sure to wave as the security guards drag
you away for trying to ruin my game experience.

much of the blame is being placed exclusiveToo
ly on the youth of today instead of sharing the
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Don’t dis natural disasters
We pay good money and spend a
here appears to be a reluctance on
couple hours to marvel at these comthe part of humans who delay taking
CONTRIVED
puter-generated antagonists, but we
proper safety precautions to ensure
POIGNANCY
aren’t moved to allot the same funds
else safety of themselves and their loved ones
toward preparedness to avoid the reali.1
when they live in high -risk areas areas
ty the movies only emulate.
prone to natural disasters.
too, am guilty of this practice.
There’s a handful of exceptions.
Recently, 1 spent a little le.ss than $30
Midwesterners who think ahead apply
to
purchase
a gallery screen saver
storm windows in the winter.
called "Severe Weather." Money that
Southwesterners have basements in which
could have gone toward fresher batterto hide when tornadoes strike. Southern
ies for my emergency radio and smoke
Californians wear gas masks and bulletdetector went toward prettying up my
proof clothing whenever they leave their
PC’s monitor with photographs of torhomes.
nadoes and lightening bolts.
We’ll take precautions against ourselves
It’s been screamed before, and we’ll
by making our homes impenetrable
be warned again: Don’t wait until it happens to keep
fortresses by installing electronic security systems.
yourself safe.
We’ll purchase handguns to "neutralize" invaders,
As Californians, nature’s favorite reminder of how
and we’ll train dogs to bark and attack.
fragile we are is to rattle the ground. Mother Native
Yet we are unmotivated to prepare for when nature
reserves the wetter, louder and windier demonstrations
threatens to be deadly.
for other states, but that doesn’t give us the excuse to
Only those who’ve truly lost irreplaceable treasured
assume our quakes are tamer in comparison.
heirlooms and loved ones to earthquakes, tornadoes,
Floods can last for weeks, hurricanes and tornadoes a
hurricanes and floods speak the loudest about preparedfew hours, but our quakes can last fewer than 60 secness, but the evidence of their losses doesn’t seem to be
onds. For some reason, we seem to think that if it’s
enough to those of us who’ve yet to low anything
small, it’s harmless.
Their cries of warning have only motivated
Seeing disasters from afar on nightly news footage
Hollywood to produce disaster Ricks. It began with
(or as deadly storms disguised as art for computer sales)
"Towering Inferno." which pitied man against non -senmay seem beautiful and awesome, but our Fascination
tient enemy: fire.
with them and our pig-headedness not to prepare for
Other disaster Ricks succeeding in only making
them will most likely result in our lives being a disaster
money rather than prompting us to take precautions
especially
when our choice to live where we do
were about airports in chaos, killer insects overrunning
results in our homes and Cypress structures crushing
villages or nuclear Armageddon.
down on us.
The disaster flick genre was re-ignited in 1993 with

\Villidni eske

the movie, "Jurassic Park," which was based too loosely
on crisis novelist Michael Crichton’s novel about man’s
irresponsibility in trying to control nature.
Now attempting to entertain its while spotlighting
our foolishness for choosing to live in high -risk parts of
the world are "Twister" (also by Crichton),
"Watenvorld" "Dante’s Peak’ and "Volcano."

William Jerks’ is the Spartan Daily Features Editor.
His column appears every Thursday.

Kimberly Lambe is a Spartan Daily Staff Writer
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Problems with youth
stem from parents

\
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think our behavior.
We are not doomed to repeat the past; we
have the capacity to change. recover and
grow from hurtful experiences.
Lenard Clark should serve as a reminder
to us that the battle for equality and social
justice is far from over. We must all play a
greater part in teaching and actively promoting tolerance and acceptance.

blame with the parent.
Last week on the Sally Jesse Raphael show, six young
girls told their story of how they had been leading a life
of drugs. The audience screamed comments at the
young girls as their parents sat snug in their chairs.
According to Youth Crime Watch of America,
3,000,000 crimes are committed on school campuses
every year. Nearly 75 percent of all crimes in America
are committed by youths.
It is obvous because of the programs to help at-risk
youth cropping up in San Jose, there is a problem with
our youth. But the problem stems from poor parenting.
Youth are responsible for
their actions, but parents need
to improve their parenting
skills.
According to Psych Net
Mental Health, "All of us have
needs. When needs are not
met, we instinctively set out to
meet them."
I have been able to witness
WRITER’S FORUM
the results of poor parenting
By Gloria
because I have worked in the
Magaha
mental health field for six
yea
Humanistic
lumanistic Psychologist
Abraham Maslow gives us examples of a Hierarchy of
Needs: (Levels from bottom to top, in order of importance)
I. Physical needs: food, clothing, shelter
2. Security needs: safety from anxiety, harm, both
physical and emotional
3. Social needs: acceptance and belonging, confidential relationships with someone, trusting and sharing
with others
4. Achievement needs: confidence, self-esteem, feeling needed
5. Self-actualization: satisfaction from, achievement

and self-expression
Parents are in denial or just lack effective parenting
skills and blame their children for their failures.
Parenting is not easy, and extreme negligence of the
above could produce further consequences for both the
parent and youth.
For example, I knew a mother who would leave her
children to fend for themselves while she went out and
partied with her boyfriend. She mother was always high
or sleeping and neglected to feed them. She never established a personal relationship with them because she was
always shipping them off to relatives.
She claimed they were more than she could handle.
When she was awake, she did not spend any quality
time with her children. Instead, she ridiculed them Mr
everything they did. tier two oldest sons have witnessed
drug dealings and weapons hidden in the house.
YOU have to ask yourself how you would feel if you
were in their shoes. Would you feel safe? The obvious
answer is no. No wonder her kids and other kids in similar situations are constantly acting out. You could
almost predict the outcome of these kids’ future, and
they most likely, if they are lucky, will end up in a program to detour kids at -risk, which could be used as a
stepping stone to help them rebuild their lives.
Instead of placing the blame on our youth, people
should understand it is not entirely the kids’ fault it
whaidtht:shestaplesonmt.ewhere, and in most instances, it starts

Gloria Maganst is a Spartan Daily Staff Wnter
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Reader clarifies misinformation in columnist’s piece
s a loyal Spartan alum, I
am often upset and frus
trued by the editorial
sonicio id the paper
lams: Ire’s editorial of April 1i
("Morrison, Brennan need to
move on -1 contained so much
misinformation,
I had to
respond. rhere are areas of Lee’s
editorial
that
need
to
be
addressed:
1. "When the San low State
University’s men’s basketball team
won thc I 996 Big West championship. it was the worst thing us
happen 10 the program in a long
time."
Anyone who attended could
not have said such a thing. Alter
(lin& hing a tournament berth by
winning their last nine games.
SIM.’ entered the field as the bottom seed. After plastering Pacific
by 20 points, the Spartans had to
face the players of CC Irvine and
the referees in one of the poorest
officiated games. Winning a seesaw battle, their reward WAS to face
number two seed Utah Slate in
the finals. At the end of regulation, the score WAS tied. Then in

Letter to the Editor
one of the most inspiring periods,
the Spartans won the game on a
three -pointer.
The Spartans went on to
become the NCAA tournament
darlings, and coach Morrison
received more than 300 letters and
phone calls saying basically the
same thing: "It couldn’t happen to
a better guy!"
2. "In eight long seasons at
SISU, he has compiled a 69-149
record."
Research would have revealed
Morrison took over a program on
the edge of extinction. Coming
off a credit card scandal and the
bostott-walkout of its players.
Morrison patched together a team
from P.E. walk -inns and football
player recruits. Having to take talent that was not Division 1 level,
he restored the school reputation,
improved the graduation rate and
brought the program back to
respectability, last year was the
wpaoyrikift!’ for seven years of hard

3. "I’m sure he could find a
more than capable replacement
(can you say, ’rodd Bozeman?)."
’Eodd Bozeman? I can’t tell you
if Bozeman is a brilliant basketball
coach and recruiter, but I can tell
you one word that describes him:
CHEAT! Amid rumors of recruiting violations and parent payoffs,
UC Berkeley did what it had to do
to appease the N(:AA and fired
him. If SJSU ever hired Bozeman
or anyone of his ilk, it would be
the last time the school received
another dime of my hard-earned
dollars.
If Coach Morrison wants to
become athletic director, that’s up
to him. He would be qualified to
do that or many other jobs at this
school. But the decision should be
up to him, not me and definitely
not Mr. Lee.
As for Mr. Lee, I hope that
time (and a journalism adviser
that puts a greater emphasis on
research) will improve his potential for a writing career.
Gayle Kludt
SJSU alumna
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Do You Have
What It Takes?
Well established, high quality trade
journal with a progressive philosophy
has exciting and challenging opportunities for high energy leaders. Systemsbased thinking a big plus, as well as

Does this
describe
you?
Positions Available

strong organizational skills. Successful
candidates must have a "YES-WECAN" attitude, be able to drive
continuous improvement and have the
ability to understand and inspire others.

Leadership potential, confidence, honesty, self-directed,
conscientious, fun spirited, positive, high energy,
unselfish, team player, excellent communicator, friendly,
flexible/adaptable, organized, loving, caring, committed,
and able to embrace change.

If these characteristics describe you, then you
may have what it takes to join our team!
Positions Available

Positions Available

Positions Available

All positions are full-time and require Macintosh experience.

Market Research

Graphic Designer

Sales Assistant

Production Asst.

Marketing Writer

Activities include:
customer survey
design and management. Data entry and
tabulation and report
generation.

Activities include:
advertisement design
from idea concept
through production,
PhotoShop skills a
must.

Activities include: fax
broadcasting, media
kit management,
database management and order
tracking.

Activities include:
trapping, photo scanning and digital
paste-up. PhotoShop
and QuarkXpress
skills a must.

Activities include: promotional copywriting,
interviewing and
reporting, and article
compilation. Travel
may be necessary

MS-101

MS-102

MS-103

MS-104

MS-105

We offer a competitive salary and benefits package.

ree

A Great Place To Work!!

Please send rØsumØ and
cover letter with E-mail
address to:

700 Gale Dr. Suite 200
MS-( )
Campbell, Ca 95008
Fax: (408) 364-3938
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Ondaatje
continued from page 1
read his own work helps us catch the
nuances of what he is really writing
about. His voice creates the ’music’
for his work."
"His book had so much more
meaning when he read it," said
Brendan Ryan, a former SJSU student. "It was enriching.., the way he
read brought life to his characters."
Ondaatje opened the reading with
some of his older poetry, including a
poem titled "Breeze," which he wrote
in tribute to fellow verse writer, b.p.
Nichol. He continued the one hour
and 15 minute reading with selections from several of his other novels,
including his memoir, "Running in
the Family," and his 1987 novel, "In
the Skin of Lion."
He Finished out the night by reading from the crowd’s apparent
favorite Ondaatje work, "The English
Patient."
Ondaatje’s reading opened the
1996-97 Major Authors Series for
the Center for Literary Arts at San
Jose State University. He is the
eleventh artist invited as a Martha
Heasley Cox lecturer at SJSU. The

San

lecture series is sponsored by Cox, a
former SJSU English professor. Cox
said she wanted to give students
something more than just reading an
author’s novel.
"At these lectures, students get
something they don’t get in the classroom," Cox said. "I gave the money
Co bring these wonderful authors to
San Jose State, a state university that
normally doesn’t have the money to
bring in major artists. I insisted the
lectures be free so students can always
attend."
Ondaatje concluded his reading
by answering the audience’s questions. The inquiries centered around
the book upon which the Academyaward winning movie was based.
"Books and films are very different
genre," Ondaatje said. "I was a little
disappointed that some things were
missing from the film, but that was to
be expected. Overall, 1 was pleased
with the movie."
Ondaatje’s visit to San Jose continues today at 9 a.m. at a breakfast
conversation at the Camera 3 Cafe in
downtown at Second and San Carlos
streets.

if-0 Medi-Cal Welcome
i

ro

PP Portly Optometrist
Near IlaHOY,. Mal,

The Women’s Resource Center will hold
a women’s support group from 1:30 p.m. to
3 p.m. every Thursday in the Administration
Building Room 2228. For more information, call Leigh at 924-6500.

Akbayan dance practice
today
The Akbayan Club will have a Folk

style

Celebrate National
Occupational Therapy
Month
’ale Student Occupational "Eherapy
Association
is
celebrating
National
Occupational Therapy this month. Call
SOFA at 924-2 1 1 8 for more details.

Summer Bridge
Application Deadline
The Summer Bridge Program’s application deadlines for residential advisor, math
instructor and math facilitators is Friday.
Drop off applications at Wahlquist Central
Room 202. Contact Student Development
Services at 924-2575 for more information.

Art Galleries
’Else School of Art and Design will have
student gallery shows in Galleries 2, 3, 5 and
8. Call Sarah at 924-4330 for more details.

Participate in Campus
Crusade for Christ
"Nightlife" by Campus Crusade for
Christ, will be held at 8 p.m. every Thursday
in the Almaden Room in the Student Union.
Call Eddie Zacapa at 923-2656 for more
information.

See you at the movies

211B pm FREE *99
mon I
stsiti

CALL 408-289-VISION OR

night. Enjoy "The Horseman on the Roof"
at 7 p.m. today in Sweeney Hall Room 100.

.1.he award -winning SJSU Latin Jazz
Ensemble will be showing off its spicy licks
tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the SJSU concert
hall. The jazz ensemble, directed by Daniel
Sabanovich, will also be hosting the Fresno
City College Latin Jazz Ensemble. Suggested
donations will be 85 general admission and
83 for students and seniors.

Flit tOLORED
CONTAelt
$JllpIl8 t

University

State

Women’s support group
meets today

Jammin’ Latin

tO
441’41otak
:byteca0,- k151,1

Jose

I,c Cercle Francais will hold a movie

Dance Practice from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. today
in the Student Union Umunhum Room.
Akbayan voice mail is 534-1140.

Hispanic Business
Association holds general
meeting

SPARTAN DAILY

Listen to the piano

"Fhe Listening Hour will feature a piano
recital by visiting artist Dr. Richard Morris,
professor at University of Cincinnati, who
will make his West Coast debut by performing selections from Claude Debussy’s 24 preludes today from 12:30 p.m. to 1:15 p.m. at
the Music Building Concert Hall. Call 9244631 for more information.

Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual
meeting

’I’he Hispanic Business Association will
hold a general meeting at 5:15 p.m. today at
the Student Union Council Chambers. Call
Maribel at 294-3667 for more information.

Future lawyers meet
The Pre-Law Club will hold a meeting at
3:30 p.m. today at the Student Union
Council Chambers. Everyone is welcome.
Call Sean at 251-9838 for more information.

Dr. Wendell Nuss speaks
The SJSU Department of Meteorology is
sponsoring Dr. Wendell Nuss from Naval
Post Graduate School in Monterey, who will
deliver his speech at noon today at Duncan
Hall Room 615. The event is wheelchair
accessible. Individuals needing sign language
interpreters, escorts or accommodation
should contact the Meteorology Department
at 924-5200 as soon as possible.

International Business
meeting
[he AIESEC International Business will
hold an informational meeting for all new
and interested members at 6:30 p.m. today
in the Business Classroom 1 1 1. Call Jerry at
287-9120 for more information.

Chicanos/Latinos in Health
Education features a
guest speaker

’Use Gay Lesbian Bisexual Alliance will
hold a meeting today from 3:30 p.m. to 5
p.m. in the Guadalupe Room in the Student
Union. Call Leslie at 998-3336 for more
information.

Find out more about
internships
The Career Center will hold an event,
"Design your own internship" today at 1:30
p.m. at the Guadalupe Room in the Student
Union. Call the Career Resource Center at
924-6033 for more information.

Dive meeting
I he Spartan Scuba Dive Club will hold a
meeting on the upcoming dive today at noon
at SPX 77. Call Sonya at 924-7810 for more
information.

Celebrate mass
"Fhe Catholic Campus Ministry will hold
Daily Mass today from 12:05 p.m. to 12:30
p.m. at John XXIII Center, across from the
SJSU Theatre. Call Ginny at 938-1610 for
more information.

Health Center presents
Men’s Health Fair today
The fair will he held from 9 a.m. to 3
p.m. in the Student Union. Call Dr. Oscar
Battle at 924-6117 for more information.
Compiled by Jana Seshadri
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

I he meeting is from 6 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.
today in the Guadalupe Room of the
Student Union. Call Vince at 924-5034 for
more information.

Developer to revive
stars’ favorite eatery

BeCause
aren’t always

BEVERLY HILLS, Calif (AP)
Humphrey Bogart once dined at
Chasen’s, as did Jimmy Stewart,
Dorothy [amour and Ronald Reagan.
Alas, this old favorite of
Ilollywood celebrilks closed its doors
two years ago.
Now, Texas developer Grady
Sanders
with the help of local
investors is scheduled to
reopen
the famous eatery on Friday. But
restaurant
aficionados
wonder
whether Chasen’s artery-clogging
menu is for everyone.
After all, especially in health -conscious Southern California, who has a
hunger for salt -encrusted Hobo steak,
buttered cheese toast and sauteed
calves liver with bacon?

"Chascn’s was a grand restaurant.
You can’t re-create the magic," said
Merrill Shindler, co-editor of the
Zagat restaurant guide for Los
Angeles. "There will only be one
Chasm’s. People have tried bringing
back to life the Brown Derby and
Perino’s. They’ve been disasters."
Indeed, the new Chasm’s will not
only have to compete against its own
past, but Wolfgang Puck’s new Spago
restaurant, which is opening just
down the block.
But Sanders, a developer from
Dallas who has spent most of his 60plus years opening nightclubs and
buying race horses, is confident that
new additions to the menu and a little
nostalgia will go a long way.
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Learn admissions requirements
Attend a sample law class
tear presentations by faculty, alumni, & students

Lincoln law School is accredited by the Committee of Bar Examiners of the
State Bar of California and offers evening classes with affordable tuition.
For iii, multi,

(408) 434-0727
2160 Lundy Avenue, S.111 jOte

VISA
’

It’s everywhere
you want to be:

Visa t, 8 A

in,

14,

GIVE US TIME TO REPAY
YOUR LOAN.
After just three years in
the Army, your college loan
could be a thing of the past.
Under the Army’s Loan
Repayment program, each
year you serve on active duty
reduces your indebtedness by
one-third or $1,500, whichever
amount is greater, up to a
$55,000 limit.
This offer applies to Perkins Loans, Stafford Loans
and certain other federally insured loans which are not
in default.
And this is just the first of many benefits the Army
will give you. Get the whole story from your Army
Recruiter.

(408) 259-7185
ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
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Implanting culture
Bricks are placed at the altar representing the 18 kings of Vietnam at the groundbreaking ceremony for
the Vietnamese Cultural Heritage Garden. The garden will take two to three years to complete and began
today with the planting of a single bamboo tree.
City Councilmen
George Shirakawa
and Vice-Mayor of
San Jose Margie
Fernandes cut the
ribbon to the planting area where the
first bamboo tree of
the Vietnamese
Cultural Heritage
Center is to be
planted. The garden,
which is expected to
be completed in two
to three years, has
been designated as
a place where all can
come to learn more
about the
Vietnamese commit
nity and its culture.

of

PHOTOS BY
DREW NIELSEN
a Spartan Daily

Guns
continued from page 1
traced nationally to crime scenes in
1995 were Saturday Night Specials or
junk guns. These weapons are small,
lightweight and concealable firearms
that are dangerous because of their
poor construction.
According to the University of
Violence
California,
Davis
Research
Program,
Prevention
Saturday Night Specials are three to
four times more likely to be involved
in crimes than are other firearms.
From Jan. 1991 through April 1996.
221 homicides were reported in San
Jose, out of which 109 (90 percent)
were committed by handguns.
Firearms are the leading killer of
Californians under the age of 24.
As it stands now, nobody under
the age of 21 can legally buy handWorley.
to
according
guns,
Moreover, anyone interested its purchasing a firearm, has to undergo at
least three FBI background checks,
before becoming eligible to buy one,
Worley said.
The Senior Deputy City Attorney
Carl Mitchell said other cities in the
state, like Oakland and West
Hollywood, have passed similar ordinances recently. Mitchell said a citizens’ group filed a lawsuit against
West Hollywood, after the city passed
the ordinance last April and the main
reason the group cited was: the State’s
exclusive right to pass this kind of
law.
Mitchell said West Hollywood
withstood and passed the initial test
- the trial court answered the question of the lawsuit by ruling that "the
issue is not pre-empted by state law."
According to Mitchell, that means
the court has ruled that cities and

their own legislalocalities
tion to tots rol I 11,11111S.
The case is under appeal now in
Superior (.01Iri. According to
Mitchell, this ease will set a precedent
for the "junk guns" issue statewide,
but it has to litst reach the Appellate
Court before an opinion is heard,
which could take up to a year.
Vice mayor of San Jose and
District 4 Councilmember Margie
Fernandes biought this issue to the
attention of the t lie MIK II
swing this bill.
"That’s not true," said Fernandes,
referring to the illegality of the ordinance. "It’s totally legal."
What prompted Fernandes to
introduce this bill was that she said
San Jose has been hit with so much
r rinse and violence that she felt local
government should do everything in
its power to make the city sakr for its
citizens and law enforcement III, ials.
"The groundwork’s been done and
we’re going ahead with it. said
Sergeant Larry Weir of the San Jose
Police Department. At toding to
Weir, even though laws AO uniform
throughout the state, there should be
some kind of cohesiveness when it
comes to Miriam es that t itics want
II) rms.
Weir said the initial roster, containing a list of more than 70 handguns, was distributed to gun dealers
and manufactut ers A,.i,,r, ii tip to the
procedure. them Ic s it-Tome period
of 40 d.tcc Wilk It gives I lii fellers and
inamilai i utitis tints it, protest Of
Ill &IV S to
.1111,111CI
Yoke Otter its
schedule a heat mg and iii tIns hir the
chief of police to pokkh the linAl list.
According to Weir, the response
period is going on now and the
derailment Isis already re, rived ittuti

plaints from lour manufacturers.1 he
list is not public information yet
because it’s not final. No licensed gun
dealer can sell, offer or display for
sale, give, lend or transfer ownership
of any firearm listed on the roster of
any weapon on the list, Weir said.
The manager of the gun department in a San lose sports store, who
did not want to go on record or reveal
his name. said the initial list is not a
fair one. Because of the extensive
media intervention in this issue and
all the controversy surrounding it, the
manager said he did not want to comment on it.
NJ Pt) spokesman John Carrillo said
law enfincement officers need to educate gun dealers and manufacturers
aliout this ban. Because each I. II% or
loLality has its own needs, San ft se
formed its own list of guns, not relsittg
on the ones the other cities published.
" I’his ban will certainly reduce the
availability of these guns," said Sgt.
Weir.
"If we can get a single gun off the
street, it will make a difference,"
Fernandes said." I feel very strongly
about it."
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Jewtsfi AWAITIF/11191 Month
k

In Judaism a boy or girl
who reaches his/her
thirteenth birthday is a
It.111/11,1 rmtrzA II -literally
a man/worrian of duty.
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109 E Santa Clara St

AT

.0 297-6698
Expires April 3001

-1
[408,1.88.3351

faxI40819880758
j

2302 CALLE DEL MUNDO, SANTA CLARA, CA 95054

STORE YOUR STUFF
FOR FREE*
* Second month free with first month’s paid rent. Offer good to
new customers only on selected spaces subject to availability.
Offer Expires 6/1/97
study (stud 0. noun, 1. a room in a house used for
reading. verb. 2. the act of reading or paying close
ention for the purpose of gaining knowledge.

stuff (stu
no imm
space.

1. the belongings acquired over time that serve
ediate purpose. 2. objects that seem to merely occupy
hings that should be stored at Safe Place Storage!

(stoo’ ka): noun 1. a German two seated dive
er used successfully during World War Two.
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Smith hits
with ’Amy’
By Terri K. Milner
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
man known to art house
The
moviegoers as "Silent Bob"
sure knows how to tell a talc.
Kevin "Silent Bob" Smith, writer,
director and actor in "Clerks,"
(which earned a cult following seemingly overnight) and "Mal[rats,"
(which bombed nearly as quickly)
has entered a new realm with
that of the dra"Chasing Amy"
matic.
Oh, the third
installment of Smith’s
New Jersey trilogy is
as provocative and irrevcrant as ever.
TO borrow a line from the movie,
"The big bucks are in dick and fat
jokes."
Assuming that to he the casc,
then this flick should be a smash.
The movie revolves around
Alyssa, Holden and Banky, played by
Joey Lauren Adams, Ben Alfleck and
Jason Lee, respectively.
If they look familiar, they
should...they were all in "MaBrats,"
though in completely different roles.
Holden and Banky are lifelong
friends and newfound business partners as comic book illustrators entitled "Bluntman and Chronic"
characters who, though described in
the movie as being "a cross between
Bill and ’Fed and Chccch and
Chong," are actually Batman and
Robin meets Jay and Silent Bob.
They battle crime, smoke weed and
utter such five phrases as "smoochic
boochie."
A decidedly ’90s twist to the

tried and true boy-meets-girl plot,
Holden meets Alyssa, is immediately
smitten and is then devastated when
he witnesses her swapping spit with
another woman.
In a truly great moment, the two
sit together on swings discussing her
lesbianism and society’s perception
of sex. It’s touching in its truth.
Gradually their friendship evolves
into love disrupting both of their
lives and estranging Holden from
Banky, who forbodes bad endings for
the happy couple.
Fans of Smith’s
work will recognize
his razor-sharp wit
that is part of what makes this &WW2
shine.
Those with a keen ear will catch
the abundant references to his previous movies, including Alyssa being
one of the Jones sisters who have
appeared in "Clerks" (Heather Jones)
and "MaIlrats" (Trish "The Dish"
Jones), endless nods to the "Star
Wars" trilogy, Brian O’Halloran,
(who played Dante in "Clerks") is
back in a bit role and joined by a
parade of familiar faces and names
from the first two movies.
Unfortunately, not all of the elements here work: some lines are contrived, some jokes are stale and
Smith’s trademark name-calling has
been done. Especially difficult to buy
is the questioning of Banky’s sexuality and how easily he allows this to be
done.
However. Smith is a master at
hitting a target right on its mark and
he has picked strong actors to ensure
that end is obtained.

Review

Jason Mewes ,left, and Kevin Smith reprise their roles as "Jay" and "Silent Bob" in Smith’s "Chasing Amy." The two first appeared in "Clerks" and "Mallrats."
Adams’ little girl voice grows on
you and she is captivating in her
slump-shouldered modesty. Affleck
and Lee are completely believable as
best friends who are experiencing
emotional growing pains and in a
performance that works more times
than it doesn’t is Dwight Ewell, in
the role of Hooper, as a flamboyant
African American homosexual who
draws a militant black comic book
called "White-Hating Coon."

Particularly memorable is a hilarious diatribe by Banky who compares
cunnilingus to CNN and Silent
Bob’s tyraid at Jay (played by Jason
Mewes, his trash-talking sidekick),
in his largest speaking role to date, in
which he imparts the movie’s core:
"You have to put the individual
ahead of their actions."
The story is more than just about
love and friendship. It’s about a
woman living with the consequences

of her past catching up with her and
a man having to come to grips with
someone else’s life.
Viewers beware: "Chasing Amy"
really one
is no "Clerks," but
is enough.
There is no way to compare
"Chasing Amy" with Smith’s previous efforts and part of that is because
he is growing as a director, writer
and actor. His characters are more
real and his plots have more depth.

Though a couple of the emotional
scenes do not quite delve as far as
they possibly should, Smith’s comedy-drama is a worthwhile flick that,
despite its weaknesses, shines.
Smith is going to make huge
strides in the movie industry in the
next couple of years and "Chasing
Amy" explores a virtual rainbow of
emotions and is a solid, enjoyable
effort.

S.J. asks: are you experienced?
The South First Music Experience
(SFMX) brings together 18 of the
South Bay’s finest up-and-coming
rock bands at four South First Street
clubs to raise money for a variety of
local charities including Second
Harvest Food Bank and Next Door
Solutions to Domestic Violence.
"Before we did the concerts, we
tried to solicit money from the read -

By Tiffany Sanchez

Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Peace, love and rock ’n’ roll
unite tonight, as the Metro
Community Fund Benefit
Concert, South First Music
Experience Number 3, cranks up the
volume at N p.m. in front of The
Usual tonight. 400 S. First St.

ers by writing sonic lirilli.iiii puce I
copy and talking About the charity,"
said Todd Inoue, Metro staff writer
And coordinator of SFMX3. "Three
years ago we decided in do something fun and involve a iii ii people,
so that the audience could have
something memorable to take home
with them. We came up with the
idea of benefit ciincert. where the
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"Chilling" ’A

clubs donate their spaces, we donate
the publicity, and the bands donate
their t ime, so that all the money goes
cit c harity."
1 his year’s "experience" combines
some of the newest and hippest
names to hit San Jose’s music scene.
"If you really want to know
what’s going in in San Jose music,
Thursday night is good time to
cheek it out,- Inoue said. "Every
kind of band from punk to hip hop
to indie-pop to power pop will be
performing."
Inoue, who has played a key role
in putting together this year’s group
of musicians, said that the benefit
isn’t just about bringing mainstream
performers to the South Bay. but is
also about focusing the spotlight on
Jose’s own homegrown talent.
"Every year we come up with a
wish list of bands, usually ifs the
ones that AEC doing wally well on the
I
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CHASING AMY

ask
them," Inoue said. "But there’s no
politics involved in the selection
process. We don’t have any labels
who pressure us to get their bands
into the benefit."
Punk bands like Crack, which
just released its new CO losing
One’s Cool, are scheduled to dazzle
the 18-and-older crowd at the
Cactus Club with such street grinding tunes as "Unagoller" and "Rice
Krispy Treats."
Cactus Club Manager, Calvin
Trippett, whose club has participated
in the last two benefits, is expecting
to see an even larger crowd this year,
thanks in part to such popular acts as
Concerning Eye, Jalopy ’I aco Stand,
Sloe, and Monkey.
"last year, Salmon was our headliner and they drew a lot of people,
so this year, since we’re having them
AS well AS a group of other good
bands like Sloe and Monkey, we
should be a lot busier than we are on
regular Thursday," said Trippett.
The Agenda Lounge will house
the urban sounds of such hip hop
groups as 10 Bass T, Sacred Hoop,
and San Jose State University’s own,
Premiere, who will lead off the show
with their flavorful blend of Ft & B.
Premiere, who toured nationally
with Immature and appeared on
Soul ’Frain. should play their sultry
single -Something About You."
San Jose music scene, so we

which is quickly rising to the top it
the charts.
Palo Alto based rap group,
Sacred Hoop will also be in attendance at the Agenda, where they are
expected to bring down the house
with "No Category," the group’s
most recent single.
Senior Human Performance
major, Tom Curry, who attended
last year’s SFMX at the Cactus Club
with Salmon, said that the benefit is
not only a unique way to get the
public involved in San Jose’s growing
music venue, but is also a profitable
way to raise money for charity.
"I can’t wait to check out the
indic-pop spectacular at the B-hive
Kale," said Curry. "I just recently
bought a copy of Korea Girl’s new
album and FIG really into it. So. I
plan on going to check them out.
Hopefully, they’ll be as kick ass in
person as Salmon was at SFM2X.
But, either way, I don’t really mind
because helping the community raise
money for charity is much more
important than grooving to the blissful sounds of a bitchin’ band."
Tickets are $5 for each club, $8 if
bought in advance at Streetlight
Records and $10 at the door of any
of the four downtown clubs. To find
out more information about
SFM3X, call (408) 298-8000.
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Rock fans ’Grip’ this band ’Gun’ outshoots
stars in new
ABC TV series

By Ronda !Ruder
Spartan Dady Staff Writer
For those who are into heavy
metal and hard rock, check out Grip
Inc., a new four-member band that
hit the scene in 1995.
Electric guitars and a pulsating
drum beat accompany lead vocalist
Gus Chambers bringing intensity to
all of their songs, similar to White
Zombie or Ministry.
"Nemesis" is the name of its
newly released second album.
"Scream at the Sky," which will be
the first video, and "Rusty Nail," are
Just some of the tracts to listen for
on the 11 -song album.
One of the main attractions is
drummer Dave Lombardo, formerly
of Slayer.
"It’s going to take 2 lot to get rid
of me. I’m in love with my drums.
I’m in love with my music. I’m the
guy at the back with a big grin on
my face," said Dave Lombardo in a
press release.
Grip Inc. also features Waldemar
Sorychta, who knows how to make
his electric guitar sing. In addition to
his ability to play guitar, he produced the new album.
The band has just begun its
Nemesis World Tour in March. Its
members have played many venues
in the Bay Area, such as the Cactus
Club in San Jose (where they played
Wednesday night) and the
’frocadero in San Francisco.
"Tickets have been selling really
well," said Mike Trippett, co-owner
of the Cactus Club. "They sold out
at Trocadero, which is a popular
club."
The first album, "The Power of
Inner Strength," which was released

PHOTO COURTESY OF METAL BLADE RECORDS, INC.
Grip Inc. plays its brand of heavy metal and hard rock on the Nemesis World Tour. The band performs tonight at Club
Kaos in Fremont.
in 1995, launched the band into the
music scene with mixed reviews.
Some of the more notable songs
from this collection are "Hostage to
Heaven," and "Ostracized."
"Nemesis" has continued with the
same forceful sounds as from the
first album but has added more
melody.
"Their first album was more
straightforward but the new one is
more experimental," said Donnie

Green, manager of the Cactus Club.
Most of Grip Inc.’s songs on
"Nemesis" have a dark, foreboding,
almost doomsday-type feel to them.
Nonetheless, they get even the most
passive listener’s adrenaline pumping
and ready to take on anything or
anyone.
I would recommend this for a
person who loves to compete in
sports, for instance, because it will
definitely get them psyched

Overall, it’s a respectable heavy
metal group that should gain a faithful following in the years to come.
Grip Inc. will be performing
tonight in Fremont at Club Kaos.
For ticket information, call (510)
792-6500. From there they will hit
Corona on Friday at the Showcase
Theatre, and West Hollywood on
Sunday at Whiskey A Go Go.

Schwarzenegger will "be back’
LOS ANGELES (Al’) He’ll be
back.
Arnold Schwarzenegger is expected
to make a full recovery after elective
surgery to replace a faulty valve on
Wednesday, his spokeswoman said.
Schwarzenegger, 49, opted to
have an aortic valve replaced even
though it wasn’t causing him any
problems, said spokeswoman
Catherine Ohm.
"I’ve never felt sick or had any
symptoms at all, but I knew I’d have
to take care of this condition sooner
or later," Schwarzenegger said in a
statement. "I said to the doctors,
’Let’s do it now, while I’m young
and healthy.’ They agreed this was
the way to go."
Schwarzenegger who in his
"Terminator" role pledged, "I’ll be
back," was not expected to be prescribed any medication or alter his
lifestyle following the surgery, doctors said.
Schwarzenegger plans to rest until
the end of May, when he will begin
promoting "Batman and Robin," in
which he plays the villainous "Mr.
Freeze."
Ohm declined to identify the hospital where the surgery was performed.
but said it was in Southern California.
She also would not say how many
days he was expected to stay there.
A cardiologist at UCLA Medical
Center and co-director of the heart

failure program said given
Schwarzenegger’s age, the most likely
cause of his problem is a bicuspid
aortic valve.
"Instead of three leaflets, it has
only two, and over time, the leaflets
get calcified or thickened and they’re
not as pliant as before" and the valve
may get narrower or leak, said Dr.
Jaime Moriguchi.
If it can’t he repaired, doctors
remove the diseased valve and
replace it with a mechanical valve, a
valve from cow or pig tissue or a
human valve.
Moriguchi said he suspected
Schwarzenegger had undergone a

Ross procedure, in which the aortic
valve is replaced with the patient’s
own pulmonic valve. Then, a tissue
or pig valve is put in place of the
pulmonic valve.
Although a simple aortic valve
replacement could be done through
minimally invasive surgery - which
creates only a small scar in the upper
chest and requires three to four days
for recovery - it is more likely the
Ross procedure would require openheart surgery, which leaves a large
scar and requires five to seven days
of recovery, he said.
Overall, Moriguchi said Ross procedure has a low 30-day mortality
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movie, followed a coat as it passed
from owner to owner, and some 20
years later, the film "The Yellow
Rolls-Royce" followed the romantic
lives of three of its owners.
Thanks to Robert Altman’s association with "Gun," the series
attracted film actors who normally
shun the small screen.
The director-producer known for
such movies as "Nashville,"
"Shortcuts" and "The Player," serves
as an executive producer of "Gun,"
along with Sadwith and Rob Dwek.
Altman also directed an episodes.
"Altman came in once we had the
pilot done," said Sadwith. "We love
his sensibilities and quirkiness. We
wanted a godfather of his stature to
help not only in shaping the show
but bringing in feature directors and
stars."
And it was like attracting bees to
honey.
"He’s the magic name on the
label," said Martin Sheen, who
appears in this Saturday’s episode
(rated 1Y-14) as a detective determined to solve the murder of a
Japanese businessman killed by the
gun.
"He’s one of the heroes in our
business," Sheen said. "fle’s been an
actor’s director and a real fighter for
independent filmmakers. He’s a hell
of a filmmaker so I’m very proud to
be involved with anything that he
does."
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rate 01 less than 5 percent.
Schwarzenegger, who was born in
Graz, Austria, came to the United
States in 1%8 and was a bodybuilding star before turning to movies. He
won the Mr. Universe title five times
and retired undefeated as Mr.
Olympia after seven victories.
He drew attention in a small role
in "Stay Hungry" (1976) and
appeared as himself in the 1977 documentary "Pumping Iron."
k
His career as an action hero
off with the box-office hits "Conan
the Barbarian" in 1982. His role as
the "’Terminator" in 1984 propelled
him into box office superstardom.

LOS ANGELES (AP) - Casting
the lead for the new ABC series
"Gun," creator and executive producer James Sadwith thought long
and hard about the would-be star.
Acting wasn’t a prerequisite.
Color and sleekness were.
If a gun was going to be the only
mainstay in an anthology series featuring a revolving door of such highpowered stars as Randy Quaid, Daryl
Hannah, Scan Young, Jennifer Tilly,
Edward James Olmos and Rosanna
Arquette, Sadwith knew it had better
stand out.
"I wanted a gun that was aesthetically interesting to look at that
would become a character in and of
itself," Sadwith said. "A black gun
looks like it could be plastic on film,
so that’s not very interesting."
In a prop house, he spotted his
star: a pearl-handled, silver Colt .45
semiautomatic.
"This gun catches all kinds of
light," he said. "You recognize this
gun from week to week."
The gun, Sadwith is quick to
point out, is not actually the star
despite the series’ title. Rather, it’s
used as a cinematic device to introduce new characters who come into
contact with the meandering weapon
from week to week.
"It’s how people’s lives are affected by this gun," Sadwith said. "In
many episodes it doesn’t even go off.
In one, it’s at the bottom of a swimming hole for most of the time."
The series, a midscason replacement with a six-week run, airs
Saturdays at 10 p.m. EST. It premiered last Saturday.
"Gun" is not the first time
Hollywood has used an inanimate
object as a source for storytelling.
"Tales of Manhattan," a 1940s
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Atlanta
ATLANTA (AP)
Falcons safety Patrick Bates was
arrested Wednesday after his ex girlfriend accused him of breaking
into her home and beating her
while she was feeding their 3 week -old baby.
Bates, 26, was charged with
aggravated assault, kidnapping
and child endangerment, said
Capt. Donald Cook of the Fulton
County Police Department. He
WU held pending a hearing
Thursday.
Bata kicked in the door to the
unidentified woman’s apartment
Wednesday morning, Cook said.
He beat the woman in the head
and body with a pistol and threatened to kill her, the child and himself before he dragged them from
the apartment, police said.
Bates was arrested at his
Duluth home later Wednesday.
The woman was treated at a hospital for minor injuries and
released. The infant, a boy, was
not injured.
Bates was arrested 12 days Ago
and charged with simple battery in
the beating of the same woman.
Cook said. A court hearing on that
charge Was Set for May 14.
The Falcons gave up a second
round draft pick for Bates prior to
the 19% season in a trade with
Oakland.

University

PHOTO BY AMC CRABS Spartan Daily
Spartans’ pitcher Sabrina Quintero runs down Stanford base runner Amanda Rentena with the help of SJSU catcher Sarah Coughlin during the first game of a
doubleheader Wednesday afternoon. SJSU split the doubleheader with the Cardinal.

SJSU softball team loses momentum after first win

1_747v""i

By Mike Traphagen
SpUrIfiti flatly Sensor Staff Writer

0.0

There was no evidence of jerseyswapping between teams, but a definite role reversal struck the SJSU softball team Wednesday at .1 win Creeks.
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Glenallen Hill said he’s never been on
a road trip like this, and he’s enjoying
every minute of it.
II ill hornet-et] twice and drove in
lino runs, and the San Francisco
1 .1.111is scored twice without getting a
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hit in the lOth inning to defeat the
Philadelphia Males 6-5 Wednesday
night.
"This is just incredible winning
like this on the road," Hill said.
San Francisco, which overcame a
4-1 deficit, has won six straight for
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defense."
Although her team experienced a
similar debacle in the second game,
Miner said her team’s difficulties were
not mental.
"I didn’t think we came out over
confident after the first game," Miner
said. "We always talk about how we
want the second game more than we
want the first, but they were just able
to turn it around on us."
The Spartans’ record now stands
at 19-29. while the Cardinal posts a
20-20-1 record.
SJSU relied on the pitching of
Sabrina Quintero, who allowed only
five hits and one walk, and its early
run -scoring to seal the victory.
Quintero improved her season record
to 9-9 after
sitting out
SPARTANS 1 0 three weeks
with a fracCARDINAL 1 tured cheek
bone.
"I felt a
more
lot
confident
SPARTANS 0 after we got
bats
CARDINAL 9 our
going,"
Quintero
said. "It was great for me because I
went out there after the first inning
with no fear."
The Spartans started the bottom
of the first with their first eight batters
reaching first base safely. Spartans
Kara Kanney, Lindsay Lewis, Maya
Garcia, Yolanda Inda and Sarah
Coughlin each batted in a run to help
their team amass an early 6-0 lead.
With bases loaded for the Spartans
again in the second inning. Inda, who
finished the game going 3 -for-3, hit a
blooper to right field for her second
RBI and a 7-0 Spartan lead. Lewis
later scored on an Stanford error,
which was one of its three during the
game, to go up 8-0.
Stanford then scored in the third
inning to prolong the game, but the
Spartans added two more runs in the
fourth to give them a 10-1 win via the
eight -run mercy rule.
That same rule would later bite the
Spartans as they found themselves
behind 6-0 after the second inning of
the next game.
SJSU was unable to muster any
offense, while Stantind rallied in the
fifth inning to score three more runs
and end the game at 9-0.

Hill’s heroics continue streak

(408) 241-8444

r

"(Blevins) did a nice job, but I
think we should have hit her better
than we did," Miner said. "She just
mixed her pitches up well and we
weren’t patient at the plate."
Stanford’s transformation from
the first game to the next could be
attributed to the pep -talk the team
received from its coach before the sec ond game.
"I just challenged them." said
Stanford coach John Rittman. "We
didn’t come out ready to play mentally, then we did some things wrong
physically. We basically just fell apart
mentally when San Jose State started
hitting the ball hard and playing good

pine in a double-header against
Stanford, then collapsed in the second
to fail at their attempt of a sweep.
"The key to the first game was the
momentum wc built after our big first
inning," said SJSU coach Connie
Miner. "In the second game. they
jumped on us early and we didn’t
answer back the way we have in the
past month."
After Stanford pitching walked
four batters and gave up 10 hits in the
first game, Cardinal pitcher Becky
Blevins allowed only three hits and
yielded no walks to lead her team to
victory. Rlevins’ win raised her record
to 111-12 for the season.

A NIX risti lisiwrong sparked die
Spanans’ 10 I vi, ’iv in the first
game, while the Cardinal complemented a four -run first inning with a
two-run second to ensure its 9-0 in
the nightcap.
The Spartans dominated the first

111)11111)1GIIT
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the first time since a nine-game streak
from Aug. 7-18, 1994, and the 10-3
start is its best since 1987. The Giants
are 5-0 on the road for the first time
since 1941 and completed a 5-0 road
trip for the first time since Sept. 25Oct. I, 1951.
Hill tied the score with a two-run
homer in the ninth off Ricky
Bottalico following a walk to J.T.
Snow.
"Bottalico is a real good pitcher,"
Hill said. "I was looking for a fastball
and that’s what I got. He’s a fastball
pitcher and if he’s going to get beat, it
will lie with that pitch."
San Francisco took advantage of
Reggie Harris’ wildness in the 10th.
Ilarris (0-1) walked the bases loaded
and Jerry Spradling relieved. Hill
then grounded to third, but Scott
Rolen’s throw to the plate was wide
and Hill was credited with an RBI on
the fielder’s choice. Bill Mueller
added a sacrifice fly.
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Softball team still homeless
By Andrew W. Davis
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
The Spartans’ softball team is still without a
home field, and for the most basic reason of all:
money.
"We have everything we need to build the
field except concrete," said Jane Osterhaus,
assistant softball coach. "We even have the
workmen lined up and waiting to work with the
concrete once we get it, but until then we can’t
even start."
Work was scheduled to begin on the El million stadium complex on February 14, provided
that the "Pinchhitter’s Drive to the Top"
fundraising drive was successful in raising all of

"We have everything we need to build the field except
concrete."
Jane Osterhaus, assistant softball coach
the necessary money and materials to complete
the project.
According to Osterhaus, a local construction
company has been very generous in donating
nearly all the needed materials to complete the
stadium itself, including the scats and the roof.
Other parties have donated time, money,

labor and machinery to complete the sunk-in
dugouts, including a backhoe and operator to
dig the hole, wood workers to frame it in, and
other assorted workers to finish the job.
What is missing is the $8-10,000 necessary
to purchase several truckloads of concrete to
complete the dugouts, which will be recessed a

foot -and-a-half into the field.
"This is an expensive project," said Connie
Miner, head softball coach. "It is frustrating to
not have the money to get the construction
started, but raising money is a difficult task."
The team had anticipated playing its first
true home game on March 30, hut the construction delay has put those plans off until next
season.
"We only have two ’home’ games left in the
season," said Osterhaus. "So we are going to
play those two at Twin Creeks, then finish our
stadium during the summer. We are riot going
to play another home game anywhere but our
own field."

Fresno State records subpoenaed
FRESNO (AP)
A wide range of
items has been subpoenaed by a federal grand jury investigating allegations that Fresno State basketball
players shaved points last season, The
Fresno Bee reported Wednesday.
The grand jury has questioned at
least five people in its probe of rumors
surrounding guards Dominick Young
and Chris Herren. Both have denied
any wrongdoing, and Young filed a
libel suit against The Bee on Monday.
Coach Jerry Tarkanian said he
hopes the subpoenas mean the inves-

tigation will be completed soon.
"The faster they look at it, the
faster it’ll get resolved," he said. "It
doesn’t concern me at all. Hopefully,
they’ll get it wrapped up soon. I’m
real happy about that."
According to The Bee, the following items have been subpoenaed:
All 1996-97 regular season game
films.
Usage of tickets issued to
’Farkanian over the past two seasons.
Complimentary or reducedcompensation tickets, including any

provided Kirk Vartanian, who The
Bee said is a reputed sports gambler
seen talking to Young; and pawn shop
owner Dan Jelladian whose shop
Herren visited.
Tickets assigned to coaches or
players last season.
Tickets in four prime sections at
Selland Arena.
Names and seat locations of season ticket holders, focusing on prime
scats behind the Bulldogs’ bench.
This school year’s class schedules
of all players.

A’s help Jays end streak
Second baseman’s
errant throw loses
game for Athletics
TORONTO (AP)
Scott
Spiezio was quick to take the blame
for Oakland’s loss.
"I messed up," he said after his
ninth -inning error led to the winning
run in the Toronto Blue Jays’ 4-3 victory Wednesday night. "McGwire
got us back in the game with a big
swing and I messed up. But all the
guys came over to me and told me to
put it out of my mind. It’s just one
game and I’ve got to come out tomorrow like it never happened."
Pinch -hitter Carlos Delgado had a
leadoff single off Brian Taylor (0-1)
and Shawn Green, also pinch-hitting,
followed with a routine grounder to
second. Spiezio, attempting to start a
double play, threw the ball over shortstop Rafael Bournigal’s head into left
field for an error that allowed
Delgado to take third.
"It’s not going to be the last time
he makes a mistake," said Mark
McGwire, who tied the score 3 -all
with an eighth -inning homer off Tim
Crabtree ( I - I ).
"So he’s got to come out tomorrow and just forget about it,"
McGwire said. "The fact is, this kid

CPR
can keep your love alive

has never played second base before
and he’s never played on artificial
turf."
Charlie O’Brien was intentionally
walked, Alex Gonzalez struck out and
Otis Nixon followed with a single to
the gap in right -center field, snapping
an 0-for-18 slump.
Toronto stopped a three-game losing streak and sent Oakland to its
third consecutive loss. The Blue Jays
had lost four straight in SicyDome.
"We’ll take it any way we can right
now," Toronto manager Cito Gasto
said. "Sometimes it takes something
like an error to get you going."
Blue Jays starter Robert Person,
making his first Al. start following an
offseason trade from the New York
Mets, allowed one run and five hits in
five innings. Oakland starter Mike
Mohler remained winless in 13 starts,
giving up three runs and seven hits in
72-3 innings.
Orlando Merced hit an RBI
groundout in the first, but Matt Stairs
tied the score for Oakland when he
doubled home a run in the third.
O’Brien gave Toronto a 2-1 lead
with a fifth -inning double that scored
Juan Samuel, who slid around catcher Izzy Molina’s tag and swiped the
plate with his hand. Nixon’s RBI
groundout extended the lead to two
runs.
Jose Canseco came up with the

bases loaded in the seventh, hitting a
sacrifice fly that pulled Oakland to 32. Luis Andujar then struck out
Stairs.
Notes: Malwire’s homer was his
fourth. ... Canseco has 30 career
homers against Toronto. The only
team he has more against in the New
York Yankees (32). ... McGwire has
17 homers against Toronto, the only
team he hasn’t hit at least 20 against.
... Outfielder Jacob Brumfield, who
strained his right hamstring in spring
training, was activated prior to
Outfielder
game.
Wednesday’s
Shannon Stewart was optioned to
Triple-A Syracuse. ... Mohler set a
personal high for innings in a game.

Athletic department telephone
records dating back to Jan. 1,1996.
Scholarship, financial aid and/or
other money or benefits Herren and
Young received since 1995.
Tuition and other academicrelated charges Young has incurred
since 1995 and the method of payment.
A written statement Young made
before a Western Athletic Conference

playoff game March 6 professing his
innocence and any other written,
transcribed or recorded statement
taken from Young since then.
Hotel and other charges for players and coaches at away games last
season.
Purchase records penaining to
Vartanian’s home.
Financial records of Vartanian
and associate Dror Geron.

TUESDAY’S
RESULTS
Softball
split with Stanford 10-1. 9-0
Men’s tennis
beat Santa Cruz 4-3

UPCOMING EVENTS

FRIDAY
Baseball at Hawaii

SATURDAY
Baseball at Hawaii
Women’s tennis at UC Davis
11 a.m., Spartan Courts
Softball at UNLV
Men’s tennis at Sacramento
Water polo at UC Davis

SUNDAY
Baseball at Hawaii
Softball at New Mexico
Water polo at UC Davis

It claims good people.
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Come and Learn from the PROS!!!
at the 11th annual

MAGAZINE DAY
Tuesday, April 22, 1997 on the 2nd floor of the Student Union

Featuring Keynote Speaker
Barrett Seaman
Special Projects Editor for TIME magazine
Lunch with panelists & keynote speaker
$12 per person
Tickets on sale -1st fir Dwight Bente! Hall

PANELS:
10:30-11:30am
9:15-10:15am
’Sports Journalism
’Freelance Writing
’Marketing Yourself
’Nat’l/International
Journalism
NO CHARGE FOR PANELS IL SPEAKER!

You’re smart. Have fun.
Take the money and run.

CASH 400
65

American Heart
AssociationFiqhnng Head Poen.
and Stroke

BONUSpurchase

PROGRESSIVE
OPEN HOUSE

$

Graduating Seniors, please join us:

red carpet
lease or
red carpet
option

April 17, 3p-7p
Red Lion Inn
2050 Gateway Place
San Jose, CA
At Progressive, one of the nation’s largest propenyicasualty insurance companies, we’ll give you the tools you need
to make your education pay off we re currently seeking
Claims Representative Trainees for our offices in the Bay area

CLAIMS REPRESENTATIVES
TRAINEES
Meet our hiring manager.
BRING A REM IMF.
We offer
A training program that encourages Lontinuous
skill development
A fast -paced. growth -oriented environment
Excellent advancement opportunities
Competitive salary & benefits package and
excellent performance bonus program
Qualified candidates should have
Superior customer service and analytical skills
College degree with a solid GPA
Bilingual skills a plus
Ability to have a flexible schedule
For more information about the ph description
and our company background,
visit our web site e http//www.auto-Insarance.com
If you enjoy a challenging. fast paLed workplace that
offers exceptional opportunities for professional growth.
consider a career at Progressive.
Progressive is an Equal Opportunity Employer. M/FMN

PHINNEINFE*

Our competitive edge is the excellence of our employees
1(iil (.1111in tf, I ht.
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Cigarette makers
negotiating settlement
(Al’) -- In what could mark a major turning
point in tobacco litigation, the nation’s top two
cigarette makers are negotiating a settlement that
reportedly could cost as much as $300 billion,
give the companies a blanket amnesty and retire
the Marlboro Man.
The talks are with the attorneys general of
Minnesota, Florida, Connecticut, Mississippi,
Washington, Massachusetts, Wisconsin and
Arizona, Minnesota Attorney General Hubert H.
Humphrey III told The Associated Press today.
He and others involved in the negotiations
with Philip Morris Cos. and RJR Nabisco cautioned that the parties were far from an agreement.
"Basically, what I’m doing is I’m listening,"
Humphrey said. "I think the tobacco industry is
in big trouble and they know it, so they are finally beginning to come to the table. I think their
proposals still fall short of what we’d be interested in. It’s not a good enough deal for the public
yet."
"This is so preliminary," said April Halle,
spokeswoman for Florida Gov. Lawton Chiles.
"This deal, even if it were to be successful, is
going to take a long time."
At a shareholders meeting in Winston-Salem,
NA:., today, RJR Nabisco officials wouldn’t discuss the negotiations. Philip Morris also declined
to comment.
the sweeping settlement would absolve the
industry of liability for smoking-related health
problems in return for the payments, which
would be spread over 25 years, and an agreement
to cut back on advertising, especially those aimed
at children, a source familiar with the negotiations told the AP.
The states were pressing for the companies to
agree to a limited immunity, providing recourse if
the industry concealed information or tried to figure out ways around the agreement to market cigarettes to kids, the source said, speaking on condition of anonymity.
"The industry is in the low 2s and the plaintiffs are in the upper 3s. There is no consensus on
the money," the source said, confirming a report
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Tooting their own ...

in The Wall Street Journal today.
Another key is whether the Food and Drug
Administration would get the right to regulate the
nicotine levels in cigarettes to make them less
addictive, said a government official who spoke
on condition of anonymity.
The tobacco companies are adamantly against
any such future regulation, which goes beyond
the FDA’s current regulations, the source said.
At least two of the state attorneys general,
including Minnesota’s Humphrey, have grave
concerns about preventing the FDA from doing
that in future, the source said.
Although the companies have in the past
expressed interest in a possible settlement, the
talks mark the first time they have actually discussed concessions once considered unthinkable,
the newspaper said.
These include giving the FDA regulatory
rights, banning all outdoor tobacco advertising,
such as Joe Camel billboards, and ceasing to use
pictures of people in ads, such as the Marlboro
Man.
The companies were asking for shelter from
the growing number of liability lawsuits,
although the mechanism would require an act of
Congress.
On the news of settlement talks, shares of
Philip Morris and Nabisco shot up on the New
York Stock Exchange. Philip Morris was up 7.4
percent, or by $2.87 1/2 a share. at $41.87 1/2 in
afternoon trading; Nabisco rose 8.7 percent, or by
$2.62 1/2, to $32.87 1/2.
The industry would establish a fund from
which smokers could seek payments, but they
would be banned from suing the cigarette companies.
Unresolved issues could still sink the talks,
such as whether Congress would approve the
deal.
The negotiations bring together an unprecedented cast of characters, from Philip Morris
chairman Geoffrey Bible to RJR Chairman
Steven Goldstone to Deputy White House
Counsel Bruce Lindscy, who has been monitoring the situation.

PHOTOS BY DONA NICHOLS

The brothers are being defended
by separate counsel. Their fates will
be decided by two independent juries,
each of which will be present in the
courtroom during testimony. The
jury deciding the case against Scott,
known as "jury number two," was not
present for opening statements concerning the case against Jon Jr.
Deputy District Attorney Richard
Titus reprised his statement given

Above: J.J. Johnson practices the song,
"Saturday Nights All Right" with the SJSU
pep band Wednesday. The band plays at
SJSU sporting events and performs at many
local events as well.

Tuesday to the jury deciding the case
of Jon Jr., "jury number one,"
describing the brothers as remorseless
about their parents’ deaths.
Like his brother, Scott denied having any knowledge about his parents
disappearance and murder in a statement given to police on May 14,
1992, the day the bodies of Jon Sr.
and Shirley were discovered by 2 jogger in their gray Ford Aerostat van,

Our File

are

a.m, on the morning of May 7, 1992.
When Scott was arrested on Sept.
24, 1992, he expressed a desire to
amend his original statement, Titus
said.
In his second statement, Scott told
police the car the brothers were driving broke down on the freeway, and
they arrived at their destination later
than they had originally reported.
Titus said. tie said that he and Jon Jr.
decided it was best not to mention it
to police because there was no one to
verify their story, Titus said.
Testimony from witnesses began
in the Wednesday afternoon session.

Titus said.
"I’m telling you what I’m telling
you," Titus said, recounting Scott
statement. "I don’t know nothing
about it."
He also detailed how police discovered the brothers’ alibi for May 6,
1992, the night of the murder, as a
lie. At cording in I ins. JOB Jr. and
Scout 1,dd polk c they follOWed a
friend to his girlfriend’s home and
stayed there from 10 p.m. until the
next morning.
The brothers’ friend corroborated
their statement, but the girlfriend did
not, Titus said. She told police that,
rather than arriving at 10 p.m., Jon Jr.
and Stint showed up around hi0
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here’s something uncommon
shout our performance here at
,Nuspex. There has to be,
ie( ;lust. effective delivery and
sIi rage of critical data leaves no
uoin for error. That’s why our
(III
of patented industryeading (111,1 wive( and storage
aft’ matched only
is our /calous dedication to
ustomer satisfaction. Clients
ee it as all CX«.ptiOnal teat ol
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imply as the way things HUM
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with doing, its worth doing
wiler than anyonc else. Ready
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potlight.’
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Auspex, please
risit our Vorld 1..Vide Web site:
sttp://www.auspex.com.
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AUSPEX SYSTEMS, INC.
5200 Great America Pkwy.
Santa Clara, CA 95054
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’97-98 CAMPUS REP JOB

INTERNET
Market Ricochet Wireless modem
and service to campus community.
Mak* money and enjoy FREE
Ricochet modem and service.

So

1,

Pride
motivate

ATTENTION
BS/MS IN CS/EE
GRADS!

antrus

ort

/ 30 / 2 00
12 00 - 12 70

S Consecutive

Profitability

You must own a laptop computer.
Successful sales experience a plusl

educate

Ricochet is the
4:10
MOCIOT Solution

gr/p/aff
yourself

no busy sninal
loully neobolo

Contact:
Harris,x,metricom.com
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WE CURRENTLY ARE
LOOKING FOR TOP
PROSPECTS TO JOIN
OUR TEAM.

5162 Million
In R
for FY ’96

WE WILL BE
INTERVIEWING
ON CAMPUS
APRIL 29.
CALL THE CAREER
CENTER FOR DETAILS
AND TO SET UP AN
INTERVIEW.
(408) 924-6033
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INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY
PROGRAM MASTER’S DEGREE

See visual design, computer graphics, instructional design
and multimedia applications.
Meet current students, graduates and faculty.

Reliability

at

http://www.auspex.com

JOSE

Explore tomorrow’s job and skill opportunities in training,
teaching and multimedia.

Based on
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In an
updated version of the neighborhood cop going door-to-door
looking for a lost child, the Air
Force is checking all 140 potential
landing spots in the Southwest in
the search for a missing warplane
and its pilot.
"We’re attempting to look at
every dirt strip," It. Gen. Frank
Campbell said Wednesday. In
some cases satellite imaging will be
uwd in addition to site visits, he
said.
So far, more than then 600
hours of flight time and $700,000
have been spent in the search for
Capt. Craig Button and his A-10
Thunderbolt, which apparently
veered aw.ty from an Arizona
training ii ion on April 2.
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Officials keep
looking for
missing plane
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Spartan Deily

Left: Joey Fortino, a music grad student,
hides behind his horn as he blows out a
song during the pep band practice
Wednesday.

White
condnued from page 1
brother to return from borrowing
some tools from Jon Sr.
Vaughn told the jury of how Jon
Jr. accidentally killed Jon Sr. while
trying to save his mother from the
man’s drunken rage and how forensic
experts were unable to find evidence
linking Stott to the murder scene in
the White kin hen.

SPARTAN DAILY

Saturday, April 19, 1997
SJSU Campus, Sweeney Hall 431
(at the corner of East San Carlos and South Seventh Streets)

10:00 am: Sign In
10:15 ant General Session
10:45 am - Noon: Demonstration and Information

FOR DETAILS, CALL (408) 9243620
FREE PARKING AT MI ST. PARKING GARAGE.

EDUCATI ON

Thursday, April 17, 1997
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EMPLOYMENT
ASSISTANT POOL MANAGER,
Certified Lifeguard and Swim
Instructors. Indoor & outdoor pod
positions. Southwest YMCA.
4083701877 ext. 16.
NEED A SUMMER JOB or financial
aid? Willing to work part-time,
fuiltime or flexible hours and
make great money? For fun, work
experience and great money,
don’t wait, call now: Kristi (408)
995.5905.
SWIM INSTRUCTORS & Lifeguards
wanted to work at JCC in LOS Gatos
and private homes. $16$25/hr.
Must be certified. Cal 358-3636
et 53 and 408-245-1998.
TEACHER, PT/FT at hie quality,
drop-in play center for 2-12 yr
olds. Min. 6 ECE units req. Flex
days/eves/wkends. Team teach
environment. Benefits avail. Apply in
Lie son a: Kldraark:
Near Oakridge Mall, 281-8880
5440 Thomwood Dr., SJ
Near Valley Fair. 985-2599
2858 Stevens Creek Blvd. Si.
At the HUB, 510-792-9997
39102 Argonaut Way. Fremont
NEW Westgate Mall
Call Heidi at 281-8880.
LIFEGUARDS/SWIM INIRRUCTORS
Los Gatos Swim and Racquet Club.
Must have current CPR, First Aid,
& Lifeguard training certifications.
WSI preferred for teaching. Apply
in person 14700 Oka Road, Los
Gatos, CA.
CHILDCARE ASST. needed for
mom who works out of Si home.
1.2 aftns/vieek. Includes care of
7 -month -old & lite housework.
$6-$7/hr., doe. Nancy 378-1488.
WSI’S NEEDED
Summer Employment
Please call 354-8700s 224
Los Gatos Rec Department,
SWIM INSTRUCTORS - WSJ Prof.
Spring/Summer, Full/Pad-Time
AM/PM positions available.
Apply at AVAC 5400 Camden Av.
SJ, or contact 408-267-4032.
Now Intervewing1111 Call Today!!!
IffIERNET PUBUSHING Oppertunity
High-tech Internet publication
seeks outgoing person for postgraduation FT job. Non -sales
editorial and promotional position.
No experience required. Fax:
408-938-9155.
xc.
Ths Environmental
Center (ERC) in WSQ 115 is hiring
the
97/
for
Co-Director
a Drector &
98 school year. The 2 PT positions
work together to administer the
riffleirams. services, staff & budget
during the year. Hours are flexible.
All students encouraged to apply.
Environmental, managerial, and
bookkeeping experience helpful,
Cal
at 924-5467, or fax 9245477.
CANVASS- DOOR TO DOOR set
appointments for home improvement co. P/T eve/wknds: flex hrs.
$7.50 + bonus: will train, 629.2100.
CHIU’S BAR it GRILL in search
of FoodServers and Hosts with
restaurant experience. Friendly,
team oriented people apply in
person Monday through Thursday,
between 2pm-4pm. 2980 Stevens
Creek Blvd. San Jose. No Calls
INSIDE SALES
REPRESENTATIVES
Founded in 1925, George S.
May International is a leading
management consulting firm. Our
business is exploding. and we need
seseral mairated serfstarters to heti
us schedule appointmersts with small
to medium sized business owners
throughout the Western US.
We’ll provide you with paid
training, a competitwe base salary
+ commissions, (earnings potential
d $308.!) full benefits. flambe %sort
schedule. & a great opportunity
to learn & grow with an established
industry leader that promotes from
wrthin. If you enjoy people, you’re
good on the phone, and you like
to have fun, then this is the job
for you! Bilingual a big plus.
To arrange an interview,
please call Steven Sanchez at
(8001 955-0200 ext. 221, or
send/fax resume to: GSM. 991
W. Bedding St. San Jose, CA 95126.
Fax: 14081 244.6415 FOE/AA
GEORGE S. MAY
INTERNATIONAL CO.
l’EACHOIS Exceptional oPPartunrry
to on one of the fastest growing
duality childcare centers in Moudan
View Must have at least 12 ECE
units Preferably 3 infant units
and 6 months experience Cali
(4081746.1954
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
for egg donation Desperate Amth
oxides need your help to conceive
Can you help? Ages 21 29.
non-smoker, healthy & fesmnsble.
$3,000 stipend red sarong pal
(ew eltnoties also needed. Please
cal WRFC 1-5108209495.
TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
sell discount subcriptions to Bay
Area newspapers. Auto dialers
Flexible hrs, garnapm. Downtown
near ’,bail 4 becks from SJSU.
Hourly $S plus bonus. Media
Promotions 4944000.

DRIVING FOR DOLLARS
Earn $6/hr Pius $10/hr in tips.
Deliver from best Si restaurants.
Flexible hours. Great for Students!
Need own car.
Cat Dine IN @ 998-3463 now.
PRIMARY PLUS
ACTION DAY PRESCHOOL
Teachers/Aides - FT/PT
ECE or Expenence Preferred.
EOE. Call 370-0357,
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YMCA SUMMER DAY CAMP 101151
If you like the outdoors, like
working with children & teens, &
have special skills in camping.
games, crafts, sports or drama,
calsider a Summer Job at the YMCA
Positions Available:
DIRECTORS
ASSISTANT DIRECTORS
LEADERS
Please call your local Y for more
detailed information an application
Cereal YMCA -298-1717
(San.lose& Santa Clara)
Southwest YMCA - 3701877
(Los Gatos, Saratoga)
*Northwest YMCA -257-7160
(Cupertino. Santa Clara. Sunnyvale)
*Scull Valley YNICA - 2269622
(South San Jose)
MilpitavyBeressa YMCA -9450019
(Milpitas)
Mt Macicene YMCA -779CQ08
(Morgan Hill)
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PHONE:

CUSTOMER SERVICE, close to SJSU
in busy office. Assist or warehouse.
Exp. needed. Call Lisa 275.1784.

-
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semen,

F/T 8, P/T -Will Train
Day, Swing & Grave Shifts
Permanent & Short Term jobs
ABCOM Privets Security
408-247-4827

FOR RENT

WORD PROCESSING

2 BDRM APARMIDR - $900/MO.
Security type building
Secure Parking
Close In
Modem Building
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
(408) 295-6893.

PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
Theses, term papers, group
projects, resumes. All formats
including APA. Fax available.
Experienced, dependable, quick
return. Almaden/Branham
a re a. Call Linda 408-264-4504.

924-3277

Fax: 924-3282

FAST FUNDRAISER Ram $500
in 5days - Greeks. Groups. Clubs.
SERVICES
Motivated Individuals. Fast. Easy
No Financial Obligation.
HOUSECLEANING, LOW RATES
1-800.8621982 ext. 33.
Great Service, Honest. Reliable
Call for free quote. 408-554-1171

TRAVEL

ORALS LIPAD TOUR EMPLOYMENT
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
Discover how to work in exotic
accepting students who wish to
locations, meet fun people. while
EUROPE $289.
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
earning up to $2,000/mo. in these
Within USA 5794129.
levels welcome: Beginning.
exciting industries. Cruise InforCaribbean $249. r/t
WORD PROCESSING
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
mation Services: 206-971-3554 WE ARE WOKING FOR ROOMS Thesis, Resumes, Reports, etc.
Mexico $209. r/t
any style: Jazz. Blues. Rock.
LOOKING FOR WORK???
ext.C60411.
to sublet to students interning in
20+ Years Experience
Cheap Fares Worldwide!!!!!
Fusion, Funk, Reggae, or Folk.
Hundreds of Job listings
Silicon Valley for this Summer.
Medical/Legal Transcription
http://vnvw.airhitch.org
Call Bill at 408-298-6124.
available in the
Call Darrel Stem (408)748-5117
MANAGER TRAINEES
AIRHITCH19 1-4188349192
Services Available.
CAREER CENTER’S JOB BANK.
No experience necessary. Will
Reasonable Rates
WRITING HELP. Fast professional
Visit us in BC 13 to get access.
Train! Managers earn $4000/mo
CALL (408) 272-1552.
editing, rewriting, ghostwriting.
TICKET SALEIII
base+ com. Cora seeks energetic
SHARED HOUSING
LOWEST SPRING/SUMMER 1997 Essays, letters, application
TUTORS WANTED TO WORK in
people for management. Start
FARES.. BOOK NOW!
*AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED*
statements, proposals, reports.
program with autistic toddler.
now. 578-5197.
SPACIOUS ROOM w/Pnvate Bath. Graduate Studies, Thesis, Term
etc. For more info. please call
Discount Tickets
Experience in Special Education,
Next to campus in large home. To Papers, Nursing, Group Projects,
Europe Asia Latin America
Dave Bolick at 510-601-9554.
Psychology, Child Development or
share w/other females. Call Mark Resumes All Formats, Specializing
*** POSTAL JOBS
CHEAP LONDON/PARIS
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E-Mall
Behavior Management is desired.
at 3230808.
in APA. Spelling,’ Grammar/
Up to $1529frr cts benefits.
FARES...SUMMER 1997
15 hours weekly. $14.00 per
415-3398377 24 hrs.
’Telephone Service Everyday
Punctuation/ Editing. 24+ ws EN).
EUPHOTIC FOUNDATION
hour. Call Shari, 408-356-5151.
ROOMMATE WANTED TO SHARE
The Student Travel Specialists
WP 5.1/HP Laser. PAM’S
Confidential Spiritual Counseling
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED 2 bdrm/2 be, apt. in WG area. PROFF_S9OfilL WORD PROCESSING,
TRAVELQWIK
Metaphysical, Astrological.
ADMIN. ASST. OPPORTUNITY at
Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips. OW, Nite sec., pool. laundry. Near
247-2681, 8am-8pm.
8118.691-9800
Meditation Classes.
prod. stageligaing co. Full-time tab.
Students needed nee immediate SJSU. It, mi. 87 8. shops. Plug ord.
Free International Student I.D.
Gnostic Western Tradition.
Call 9880877. Fax info988-8151. VALET PARKERS - P/T, nights & wee. Full-time/part-time openings. $430/mo +1/2 util. & $203 dep.
SULUINES Wad Processing
with purchase of ticket.
Call (408)9788034.
weekends for private parties in Call today 1-415.968-9933. Kendra 445-9814.
510489-9794 (Nas/Assi1kiss)
FOOD SERVICE/ESPRESSO OAR Los Gatos/Saratoga area. Must International Bartenders School,
Word Processing & Editing
WRITING ASSISTANCE most
FT & PT positions avail, in busy have min. 1 year customer service
Both Academic/Bus, Work Accepted
subject. Why suffer and get poor
INSURANCE
whole foods restaurant. All shifts experience, and desire to serve LEADING WIRELESS COMPANY
Reports Theses MLA/TURAB
SPORTS/THRILLS
grades when help is available?
aval. Rex hrs. Must be 18+ years. people. Polite, well groomed. seeking customer service repre
Export in APA Format.
AUTO INSURANCE
Harvard MA/UCB Ph.D. (former
57.50-$8.00/hr. to start. Ask for and professional attitude only. sentatrves. PT/FT. Flex hrs. Salary
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
WP 5.1/6.0- Laser Printer
Campus Insurance Service
college teacheri ran help you
Wendy, Julia or Vide 7139446.
19 yrs+. $5.75/hr . tips. + bonus. Will r’an Cal! Dmid H
Meru s rotting con-- ired to
ce,
I, 4i’0 4.11 81 4).
Mix e. 800
ior exisI:,
,
INFORMATION CENTER, The
skydiving! Tandem, Accelerated
"Great Rates for Good Drivers’
Lorivenient Peninsula location.
Student Union Information Center TEACHERS/AMES/Camp Urdu* PART TIME TECHNICAL Sales
Reefall, Turbine aircraft.
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS. "Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers" Dissertation/ thesis specialist.
is currently accepting applications Elem sch. age recreation program, Engineer for a highly innovative SJSU student owned & operated. Science & English papers/theses
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
Samples & references available.
for Fall Semester 1997. Applications P/T from 26 mn MF dung the WI )r. internet software. Duties include
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
our specialty. Laser printing. ’Good Student’ ’Family Mufti-car’ Chinese & other languages
may be obtained or re Student Won F/T during summer camp program. sales presentation, understand
1-510-634-7575.
APA, Turabian and other formats.
CALL TODAY 296-5270
spoken. Foreigners welcome! For
Director’s Office from 9 - 5.M - F. Excellent salary, no ECE req. Los customer’s requirements & work
Resumes, editing, graphics
FREE QUOTE
free tips, tools and ideas on
Gatos-Sara. Recreation. Call Janet with our programmers to develop
and other services available on
NO HASSLE
how to improve your writing.
7112/HOUR
at 354-8700x23. Not avail, custom applications. This position
either WordPerfect or Word.
FORALE
visit our user-friendly Website
NO OBUGATION
scrod war? Cal for summer drippr requires basic knowledge of
Weekends & Evenings
Masterson’s Word Processing,
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
at http://www.aci-plus.com
Canvassing- Telemarketing life guards & camp leaders).
internet and WWW environment. QUEEN WATERBED, heater. head CM Paul or Virginia 408251.0449.
Regular email: aclenetcom.com
Start Saturday
Excellent verbal & written commu- 90 & dresser $200. Dinette set w/4
Or write: Daniel. P013 4489, FC CA
408-253-8818.
nication skills a must. $15 to $18 chairs: $100. 8uce0867-1411.
94404 rask for free color hrochue}
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
DO YOU HATE TO TYPE??
Seeking teachers and subs for per hour plus commission, Must
or NOT HAVE TIME TO TYPE? Term
DIRECTOR’S OFFICE The Student our school age day care program. own vehicle and insurance.
papers, thesis, resumes, group
LAUREL OFFICE SERVICES
Certain advertisements In
Union Directors Office is currently We can work around your school Please Fax resume to Marketing
COMPUTERS ETC, projects, etc. Have a typewrites these coheres may refer the ’Writing Editing Typing
accepting applications for the schedule. Early morning or after Dept. Webman Technologies Inc.
to complete your applications for
reader to specific telephone
* BlYealsheet 8, Database Design.
position: Office Assistant, for Fall noon positions available. FIT Si 4082433186,
PERSONAL COMPUTERS $7150. mad/law school, etc. Will transabe
Desktop Publishing*
numbers or addr
for
1997 & possibly Summer 1997. employment available during
586-133Mhz. 16/420. 14’ super your taped interviews or research
’Bookkeeping PC Support’
additional Information.
Applications may be obtained at summer break. This is a great job WAREHOUSE POSITION
VGA colcr mon..Wn 31.251-964a notes. Fax machine. Notary Public.
Reasonable Rates’
Classified readers should be
the Director’s Office from 9-5, M -F. to ga;r. experience. Units in ECE, Golden State T’s, a leading
Call Anna at 972-4992.
448-8119.
reminded that, when making
REFURBISHED MACS
Rec, Psych, Soc. or Ed required. sportswear distributor, seeks a
these further contacts, they
Warehouse Team Player. Position
MINATO JAPANESE Restaurant
CALL: 408-379-3200 x21.
BEST PRICESII
should require complete PHOTOGRAPHER FOR HIRE
Now hiring for P/T foodservers &
available immediately.
Classroom Computer Co.
HEALTH di BEAUTY
information before sending Have your affair shot candidly
Pull orders
dishwashers. Fun Job! Please YOU NEED AXIS WITH A MAURO
3549 Haven Ave. OH
money or goods or services. by a trained photojournalist!
apply at 617 N. 6th St. 998-9711. We will train you for a full-time
Menlo Park, CA 94025
Stock inventory
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC.
In aildnIon, readers should Specializing in candid and
position with our nation-wide firm.
Unload trucks
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Ph: (800)800.5115
carefully Investigate all firms sports action photos. You
PRESIDENTIAL STUDENT INTERNS We offer:
FAX: (415)3061120
Assist wlllcall customers
Specialist. Confidential.
offering employment listings keep the negatives! B&W or
Responsibilities
Weekly Pay Incentives
STUDENT SPECIALS
Your own probe or disposable.
Work 20 or more hrs/wk
orcoupons for discount color avail. Affordable hourly
Presidential liaison to 26,000 SJSU Monthly Bonuses
Monday.Friday
Mac SE & Classic
335S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
and day rates. Contact Steve
vacations ar merchandise.
students & an ambassador to the * Competitive Wages
MAC Ilsi. ci, cx
$7.00 per hour
247-74811.
at: (4081 279-4121.
university community. Coordinate Grouprate Health Care
POWER MACS
Work for a company that truly
campus discussions between the *Complete Management Training appreciates its staff. Apply in
5200, 6214, 6100
GET READY FOR SUMMER NOM
President and fellow students. You must be career minded. person between Bam & 5:30pm.
MAC LC580
Lose 6 inches + in 1 hr, by getting
Develop student communication (That’s All) Call 408-345-3936. Golden State Ts
Inkjet 8. Laser Printers
a body wrap. NOT a ’water wrap’
tools to enhance the dialogue
Dot Matrix Printers
or ’dehydration’ process. IT IS a
2110 Zenker Road
ro..vdril
among students. Serve as a $10001 Wieldy stuff ng envelopes. San Jose, CA 95131
special mineral solution of food
member of key campus committees. $1 per envelope stuffed. SASE: At the corner of Charcot and
grade minerals & distilled water.
TUTORING
Commitment AComponsatIon
Enterprise Marketing P.O. Box Zenker lithe back row of buildrgs
It firms body tissue & tightens
8- 10 hours per week. 57.50 per 592061 Orlando, Fl_ 32859.
skin especially after weight loss.
ENGLISH TUTOR
B ICYCLE MESSENGER
hour. Employment period is
CROSSWORD bk*VIA
You determine where inches
Speaking, Reading and Writing come off: hips, theris, abdornen etc.
Part-time, Flexible Hours.
SECURITY- ACUFACTS, INC.
August 1, 1997 May 31. 1998.
ACROSS
Credentialed H.S. Teacher.
Great for Students!
PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
All applicants must be matricuFor info or appt: 4089447826.
1 Al i 0 I 5it)01
Call (408)9788034.
Serving Downtown Sanlose.
Great for Students.
lated SJSU students in good
5 Hunter
MEN 11 WOMEN
Inner City Express.
F/T or P/T. All shifts.
standing. Interns must maintain
constellation
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
BIUNGUAL TUTORIAL CURER
22W Saint John St San Jose
Top Pay with Many Benefits!
MMMU OUNIM @IMCWO
full time academic status while
10 Capital of
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
Math: Algebra Geometry
serving. Previous experience work- Call or apply or person. Mcn-Sun 7.7.
OMMO UUMB OWIMMIll
Norway
us
permausing
chemicals.
Let
or
Calculus
ing with campus organizations 408286-5880. 555 D Merildn Pre. YMCA NOW HIRING DIRECTORS Statistics Trig0811:111 IMIZIIII IIIMMII4
14 Eve’s guy
nently remove your unwanted hair.
A r.1 I xi
and an understanding of recent Between San Cabs aid PFiricmcor. and TEACHERS for school age Physics: Mechanics Electric
Ii 0
r ta A ,/ F 0
’ I’ll i/ ,’
Bach Chest Lip ri ken Chi and preschool child care. Full Cher iistry Oft.
behind the Cau au Prey Sim.... Sr
climate ss.ies ’s preferred. Candi.
/ ’i
Tommy etc. Stairents & focalry
Tirre & Part Time. 6 15 ECE or English: Speak Heart Writ.,
date must have ability to commu
tur tree
receive 15% dimount, first appt.
I f A Oil
nicate in a professional manner. MAKE MONEY 555$ TEACHING related units. For more info: Spanish: Hablar Leer Escrow
17 Powerless chief
1/2 price 4 made before 6/1/97.
aginjoll MI I y.
Call: Mike 408298-7576
29848115.
Applications now available driver training & education, pt/ft, cal Mary
El l
Not diluted
19
j82111-1
Gorki
Turrionow,
621
F.
-’iii
Tolay
Hair
Email rirveru
in the President’s Office, Tower re, exp. nec hs grads. 971 7557
i
1
FM
MI
MIMI
IMMIS
2o Organ of tOtlf .11
Campbell Ave. 017, Campbell.
$ EARN EXTRA CASH
Hall 206. Applications accepted
MIMOOM
MOE0
=MCI
21
Longed
(for(
(4OB) 379-3500.
up to $120/week!
until 5pm on April 25. 1997. ’IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
23 Sea captain s
1;11401123111111ZIRI 13121;114RIlif
SCHOLARSHIPS
Become a Sperm Donor.
Receptionist, Office Clerk
*Please call 9242981 or 9245968
command
IIMIMI 111101M16111
SAMPLE A WILD FOOD FREE
Healthy males, 19-34 years old.
Sales. Customer Support
for more information.
actor
26
Cowboy
Algae
Blue
Green
Super
NOW
SCHOLARSHIPS
COLLEGE
Students/Grads/Faculty
Optr.
611:3010111140 1;10141M01121111
Testing
Univ.
Technician,
Lash La Reported Benefits include:
Contact California Cryobank Surf: www.scholarship4u.com
Warehouse Clerk
WAITPERSON NEEDED Part Time:
MOOMM
OMMO MMUM
27 Bumps on a tree
Improved Concentration
415 324 1900, M F. 8.5pm. Call: 800MIBASE2. 408.629-8941
Evenings & weekends available. Cd 408/9428888 ox
OMMUM MONO OWNIM
30 - liver oil
Increased Energy
Email: sisuescholarship4u.com
Apply in person. Britannia Arms Fax to 408/94241280
MMOMO WWIMM 011001
32 - Rose Lee
Weght Control
Electron,* Staffing Services,E0E
5027 Almaden Exp. San Jose.
36 Amiable
1408)737.2702
ANNOUNCEMENTS
1778 Clear Lake Ave. Milpitas
37
"Look
our
OPPORTUNITIES
GREAT JOB AS CUSTOMER REP Hwy 680 exit Landess Ave turn
39 Expression of
weapon
28 Baseball teams
ATTENTION PRES. CARET!
No selling req’d. post Myers campus left at Clear Lake Ave.
surprise
FUNDRAISING
INTERNATIONAL COMPANY
29 Choral
Prop 209 is law Your duty is to
area; respond to customer inquiries
40 Crawling insect
ensemble
We need people who speak:
DOWN
PT/flexible: $8-515, start ASAP: CASHIERS NEEDED to work at dismantle affirmative action.
41 Cruet filler
FUNDRAISER-Motivated Groups
English. Spanish, Korean.
1 Fishing spear
31 Knife
apply: voinv.studentstorage.com remodeled 4th & Santa Clara
42 "Right this
33 Cornbread
Russian, Japanese. Chinese and needed to earn $506. promoting
2 "Garfield"
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
Chevron. Morning, swing, grave
or 510235-5300.
moment,"
AT&T, Discover, gas & retail cards.
pooch
cakes
any other languages to help
Only $57.00 per year.
yard shifts are mailable. pantime.
Plan now for the next semester to
43 Goose formation
3 Storm
34 Young hog
expand our business locally.
Save 30% 60%
ESCORT/DRIVER ***** d by Call 295-3964.
Call
dates.
get
priority
for
the
best
44
Pep
4 Imitate
35 Caterwauls
Nationally & Irrternationally.
an your dental needs.
prof. dancer. Mostly weekends.
45 Wheel and 37 Corn crib
’
$50051500 t3. $200055000 ft. Gina at 800592.2121 ext 110.
5 "Aida" or
For info call 1-800 655.3225.
Good extra SS! Must be honest, $1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
Free CD to qualified callers.
46 Chemical
8064002018
38 Actor Oland:
"Carmen"
outgoing & reliable w/own trans. mailing our circulars. Begin now.
compound
41
Enthusiasm
Cheerleaders
6
301.429-1326.
For
info
call
Nome necessary 409/9494399.
45 Area near the
48 Watch
cry
7 Anger
kitchen
49 Boxer s
47 Restaurant
weapons
8 All right
49 Do a clerical
50 Greeting for
9 Consumer
task
advocate
Caesar
Ralph
51 Oust
408-924-3277
52 Water outlet
NATIONAL / AGENCY RATES
10 Fish eating53 Church parts
54 Environment
hawk
54 Dogpatch
58 Make happy
cartoonist
11 Astonish
62 Soothing plant
Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
12
Traditional
55 Margarine
63 Holiday
knowledge
56 Negative voids
decoration
57 Hubbub
13 Was in debt
66 Equal
59 Above
18 Races the
67 Actor Cantor
60
Location
’
engine
68 Little kids
61 Relieve
22 Boring tool
69 Blossom
64
Wedding
Views
24
70 Air -show
promise
25 Stood high
maneuvers
fifii
and tuck
27 Jack in r Ards
71 Fencers

Daily

r*r

or:miff al i

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES Foi

(’Ar.

MEMO

Two
One
Days
Day
$7
3 lines
$5
4 lifieS
56
54
$7
5 lines
$9
6 lines
$10
$O
$1 for each additional line

Three
Days
$9
510
$11
$12

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

After the lit, day. rate increases by St per day
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 addrticeal words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
3-9 lines: $70 10-14 lines
15-19 lines: $110

Please check

van,

Ad Rates: 3-line minimum

$90

Five Adams
Days
$13 1:-vA SWIM
$14
obon
$15
SIB
Send check or money order to
Spartan Daily Oassrfieds
San Jake State University
San Jose, GA 95192-0149

HOW

one classification:
Team

Classified desk is located in Dwight Bente! Hall, Room 209
II Deadline 10 00 am two weekdays before publication
No refunds on canceled ads
II All ads are prepaid
Rates for ConSeCdnie pubItcations dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL (406) 924-3277

_Campus Clubs’
Greek Messages’
_Events’
_Announcements*
_Lost and Found_ Vdunteers’
_For Sale’
_Autos For Sale’
_Comptilers Etc ’
_Wanted’
_Employment
_Opportunthes

Rental Housing
Shared Housing’
Real Estate
Services’
Health/Beauty’
SportsThnlls’
Insurance
Entertainment’
Travel
Tutoring’
Word Processing
Schoiershgrs

Special student rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for a3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person

in DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost if. Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.
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Canoe
continued from page 1
said the object was to build a high
performance racing canoe. "We
wanted to prove SJSU can do it, too,"
Saryani said. "It was our motivation
to win from the start."
Eleven colleges from the Bay Area
competed. including University of
California, Berkeley and Stanford
University. SJSU beat Stanford in
academics but came in second after
U.C. Berkeley in the races. Saryani
said the only reason Berkeley won was
because its team had professional
Olympic coaching for their paddling
technique.
"We beat them at the academic
competition, which carried 60 percent of the score," Saryani said. "We
lost to them in the paddling competition, which carried 40 percent."
Saryani said because of their superior
paddling, Berkeley students won in
the overall score.
Civil engineering senior, Cuong
Mai was one of the seven SJSU paddlers. He said all the paddlers had to
practice by themselves. "We put in 80
hours of paddling time. No one
helped us."
Steven Arnold, part-time professor
of civil engineering, is the chair of
American Society of Civil Engineers
(ASCE) that funded the project. He
said he gave the team a lot of moral
support and answered any minor

Tower
makeover

Open To Helping An
Couple Bring A Child
Into This World?

PHOTO BY BRANDON GARCIA Spartan Daily
Above: Dan Vachon, of Nunez Painting,
paints the window sills of Tower ltall
Wednesday. The oldest building on campus is
undergoing a restoration project to help
beatify the campus icon.

Families of all backgrounds and
nationalities need your help

Family Fertility Center
Donate Eggs, private and confidential.

Right: Two students are framed between
the legs of Dan Vachon while he paints the
window sills of Tower Hall. The painting is
part of a current restoration project that has
been in progress for a month now.

Honorees
Continued from page 1
yr.idri,ciiii Avriv.) .111,1 I 16 SIII ti I.’ II S
will receive the Piesidents St holars
list honor (for stud, tits carrying a 4.0
average).

Returning student lana Seshadri, a
Spartan Daily stall writer, and a
>rails’ last st holar, will he one oldie
students 111/111111.11 1111 lriday.
"I’m very exc tied," said Seshadri.
"It’s thrilling because I’m back in
school alter many, many years. Just to

questions they had about the canoe.
"The fact they won was the coolest
thing in the world," Arnold said.
Thalia Anagnos, department chair
of civil engineering and applied
mechanics, said since 1974 SJSU had
never made it to the national competition. "This was great for us as we
had placed somewhere in the top but
never second in almost 25 years."
Anagnos said the challenge was
not only to make a floating concrete
canoe but also make it swiftly,
maneuverably and structurally sound.
She said all her students dedicated
many hours into building the canoe.
Judy McCullough, another participant and a senior in civil engineering
said the team members wanted to
improve their engineering skills. "We
wanted to let the world know we’re
anymore,"
underdogs
not
McCullough said.
The next step is to go to Cleveland
and Ohio for the Nationals on June
24. Cayabyab said although they
won second place, no one will pay
for their expenses. To raise the money
for the Nationals, the ASCE will conduct bake sales, T-shirts sales and
host barbecues.
The ASCE spent $3,000 for the
regionals and will need about $6,000
to compete for the nationals.
McCullough said, "We are going
to win and come home as the top
winners."

stipend

$3 , 0 0 0

plus paid egg donation related expenses.
SPECIAL NEED:
ASIAN DONORS

SPARTAN -UP YOUR DAY

heliicii,i,l Or something dim Eye
been working hard at IS .1 great thrill "
Only the 11.11111. 111 liil’resnIctit’s
Scholars will he announced Ai the
event, which begins at 6 p in in the
Event ( lenter All ol the student,. Mat
will he honored! will retelye a tenili
(ale and ribbon lor their achieve
merits. They will also receive, lor the
lirst tune (Ins year, .t pin ruin he
president’s office

WITH

Call Christina today at
1.800093980/MM (6886)
(510) 2109745

If it’s time to think about the future...
And it’s time to start a career
with great potential...
It’s time to think about...

THE SPARTAN DAILY

meryymrs

Drive
your own
course.

Ca f/rOP

t

afi

a boundaryless environment
internships
excellent career entry program:
Store Management - Team leader-in -Training

11/

(ompetitive Starting Salary

:114

We’d like to show you how bright the future can be.
Stop by our table:
Job Fair at Santa Clara University:
Saturday, April 19, 1:00 -3:00
Interviews on the San Jose State Campus:
Wed. April 23rd for
Team Le ider-in-Training

Iii easy when you make hard drives, used the world
me?. And to continue our suprrior edwr, were hiring
ktE, ( E. CS and Elf wadtiatm who are ready for a REAL
lob that lett them go the distance taking protects front
beginning to end. We will he hogting an Open Marie
ccii April 23 at the San Joist- Athletic club and giving
away FREE MOVIE PASSES t111 the first ISO In aliendiutre. Bring your restune and don’t forget ii. cheek cci
11111
WIIWW.WdC4111111. Western Digital Ies a chance to
drhe your own course. Equal opportunity Employer.
OPEN 1101ISE
l’uculay. April 22
Apm - 6pt.
San Joist! Alliktk ( 11111
I% N ird Street
San jose, ( A

PUT

YOUR

LIPS

ON

IT.

You can sign up for our inteiview schedule when
you talk with us at the Job Fair in Santo Clara or at
your Career (enter.
And take a look at our Career Opportunities
information in the Career (enter to learn more
about our company.

M Western
Digital

Mervyn’s California is proud to be an equal opportunity employer

www.mervyns.com

